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End-of-tunnel visions

It would seem that the glow at the end of

the tunnel isn’t actually the headlight of a

train rushing towards us. The welcome

news that GM had posted its second

consecutive quarter of profit – and its

largest quarterly profit since 2004 – came

just as this issue of Automotive Design

closed its pages.

This was just the latest in a string of

upbeat announcements from OEMs: Ford reported strong first

half sales and became Europe’s second best-selling

passenger car brand behind Volkswagen, which also recorded

healthy group profits. However, the German group also

warned that “operating conditions” were becoming difficult.

Judging by the numbers, it seems the motor industry as a

whole has come back to life, compared to 12 months ago

when production was being halted, factories mothballed and

workers laid off to avoid oversupplying a market that had

evaporated.

A ramp-up in car production will be good news for the

supply chain as their order books start to fill up again.

But the industry is not what it was. Consumers are

changing, with smaller, more fuel-efficient cars gaining

popularity and, in Germany, young people have been telling

researchers that their mobile ‘phone is more important than a

new car. The same phenomenon is also happening in Japan

where a new car is down to seventh on young adults’ 

‘want’ list.

This presents both the OEMs and its suppliers with an

opportunity to be imaginative in design and engineering

radical new solutions for personal mobility. Those in the

industry that start addressing these demands now will be at

the forefront of a new automotive era.

Those that don’t …well, perhaps it is a train’s headlight 

after all. 

Ian Adcock, Editor in Chief
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Fiat Powertrain Technologies (FPT) is claiming that its new two-cylinder

900cc turbocharged TwinAir is the world’s cleanest petrol engine, emitting

just 92g/kms with a Dulogic robotised gearbox and 95g/kms when fitted

with a manual.

Compared with a 1.2 8v, the new 63kW turbo has 23% more power

and a 30% better performance index. In fact, the performance of the two-

cylinder is not only equivalent to a 1.4 16v, but consumption is a claimed

30% less. 

Two further engines, rated at 48kw (normally aspirated) and 77Kw,

will be released at a future date, according to FPT managing director

Alfredo Altavilla, who also confirmed development of a range extender

hybrid utilising a 10-15kW electric motor, as reported in the May issue of

Automotive Design. “It’s not long ago that 100PS a litre was a goal. Now

we are achieving the equivalent of 72, 97 and 120 for the three engines,”

he declared.

Industrial partners for the engine include Magnetti Marelli for

electronics and Mitsubishi, which supplies the tiny 35.5mm turbo (40mm

compressor).

Development of a CNG version, delivering 80 g/km CO2, is underway,

but Altavilla conceded that trying to make a diesel engine using MultiAir

meets Euro Vl would be challenging. “It’s of more interest to the Indian

market,” he added.

Meanwhile Fiat is investing €350 million at its Bielsko-Biala, Poland,

factory to assemble 480,000 engines a year there eventually.

Aristo, the US-based manufacturer of exhaust

catalysts, is predicting “significant” cost 

savings over rival systems when it launches 

its Intelligent Catalyst Technology at

Automechanika in September, according to

technology director Doug Kowalski (left). 

“We want to be more competitive and, to

make a big bang in the marketplace, we need

to offer more than a single digit cost reduction,”

he told Automotive Design.

Kowalski revealed that Aristo already has a

“western European” customer and is targeting

low volume manufacturers or niche models. “A

lot of large coaters don’t want to get involved

with 1,000 a year niche manufacturers or

production runs, but we’d be happy to take on

low volumes.”

He believes that Aristo’s unique production

process is ideally suited to delivering cost

savings demanded by a short production life.

Key to the cost reduction is Aristo’s proprietary

MISO precision catalyst coating process and

BON-X technology. Developed in 2004-06, 

BON-X is an innovative method of accurately

incorporating the wash coat and precious

metals, together with minimum wastage. While

MISO is a unique manufacturing process that

tracks individual bricks through production and

assembly, “one of our trademarks is that we

can track and trace each piece individually. It’s

almost like your own DNA for each brick, not

the job lot or grouping”, stated Kowalski. 

“We can tell the customer the exact

precious metal loadings, how much of each

metal was applied, the recipe, the cost and the

weight of our intelligent catalyst system, so that

every catalyst is tailored to each OEM’s

individual engine or platform,” he explained.

“That goes a long way towards minimising the

amount of precious metal used and removes

any uncertainty.”

According to Kowalski, the cost-saving

process is enhanced by Aristo’s synthetic gas

reactor system. “We take engine out conditions

from a customer and programme them in to

develop the lowest cost solution. That’s part of

the cost-saving process that starts right at the

beginning of the design process.”

Fiat claims world’s
greenest petrol engine

September 2010

News

Aristo all set to slash catalysts costs
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News

BASF has developed a heat-resistant nylon that bridges the gap between

conventional nylons and specialist high temperature plastics, it is

claimed.

Ultramid Endure, a modified nylon 66, uses proprietary stabilisation

technology to achieve a continuous use temperature of 220C – and peak

temperature of 240C. BASF expects it to replace metals in under-bonnet

components. Other potential applications include components in

turbocharged diesel engines, such as intercooler caps, resonators and

intake manifolds.

“Compared to standard nylon 66, the processability has also been

improved,” stated Martin Baumert, team leader of the automotive

product development team at BASF.

In use, the material forms a surface ‘coating’ that protects it from

oxygen degradation: BASF says it has survived beyond four months at

220C, while conventional nylon 66 is eroded after 1,000 hours. The

grade will be available initially as a 35% glass-filled grade, with higher

glass loadings to follow.

BASF has also developed a new grade of nylon 610, Ultramid

Balance, derived in part from castor oil and with a renewable content of

more than 60%. “Its resistance to hydrolysis and environmental stress

cracking makes it more competitive than other high performance

nylons,” says Mattias Scheibitz, of the automotive product development

team.

The grade is particularly resistant to calcium chloride, which is used

as road salt in Russia and Asia. Potential applications include over-

moulded components that come into contact with aggressive fluids, and

for connectors, tubing and reservoirs in coolant circuits that demand high

hydrolysis resistance.

The company completed its range of high-flow grades of nylon with

Ultramid B High Speed. The nylon 6 material flows more easily in a

mould tool – thanks to additives technology – and so can be used to

make thinner parts at lower injection pressures. Potential applications

include engine covers, intake manifolds and pedals. High-flow grades of

nylon 66, introduced in 2008, work on a similar principle and have been

used for electronics applications.

BASF sets the 
pace with nylon
breakthroughs

BASF’s Ultramid Endure has an operating temperature of 220C, making

it suitable for the new generation of turbo-charged diesel engines. A

surface coating protects it against oxygen attack.
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News

News in brief
Denso expands European
engineering centre
Denso is investing €19.3 million in expanding

its Aachen Engineering Centre, Germany. To

serve the vehicle and powertrain anufacturers

better, AEC now offers more than twice the

number of test benches, including: pump test

benches, engine and chassis dynamometers

and emission analysers. Says AEC director

Masato Nakagawa: “In addition to doubling

our testing capacity, we have also enhanced

our capability. We are particularly proud of the

all-new electronic laboratory. We can now

offer in-house development of hardware and

software for engine control units used on

diesel and gasoline engines. This laboratory

also facilitates the accommodation of electric

and hybrid technologies to European

specifications.” 

3M forms specialist
European group
3M has established a specialist automotive

acoustics group, headquartered at Bracknell,

UK. Led by Abs Master, the objective is to

network 3M engineering centres in the UK 

and Germany to deliver new automotive

applications for Thinsulate and other 3M

products, in order to help OEMs reduce

weight, without affecting vehicle acoustics

and occupant comfort.

New piston saves fuel
Federal Mogul claims its new EcoTough-

coated piston can reduce fuel consumption 

by 0.8%, as well as reducing CO2 emissions,

compared to conventional pistons. The key

behind EcoTough-coated technology is the

coating’s composition, which is comprised 

of solid lubricants, including graphite,

molybdenum disulphide (MoS2 ) and 

carbon fibre.

Electric Parking Brake
applications grow
TRW is predicting that Electric Parking Brakes

will be standard on one in five of all European

built cars by 2015. The EPB system, utilising

electrical cables and a control switch,

simplifies routing and allows for greater

freedom of design for vehicle interiors. Its

compact packaging frees up cabin space 

for new features and options, and can

significantly reduce weight when compared 

to conventional park brake systems.

Renault has a new simplified folding hardtop

mechanism for its compact Wind Roadster. Its

overall simplicity confers significant weight,

cost and reliability advantages over

conventional folding hardtops, and does not

affect boot space. Design and development

work was done with supplier Webasto, though

Renault says it holds the IP.

The roof consists of an SMC panel, hinged

along a lateral axis below its rear edge. After 

a single header-rail clamp handle has been

manually released, it flips back under electric

power to land upside down on top of the boot

lid. In the meantime, a second panel, hinged 

at the very rear of the car, has raised and

lowered, so as to form a cover for the roof

panel.

Inspiration for this came from former

Pininfarina designer Leonardo Fioravanti, while

Webasto supplied a version for Ferrari’s 575

Superamerica, although that lacked the cover

panel. Renault says its design is not covered by

Ferrari patents.

The whole roof and power assembly

weighs less than 22kgs, according to Renault.

Fold time is just 12 seconds. And, because the

roof and cover lie on top of the boot lid,

luggage capacity doesn’t suffer when the roof

is folded. The boot is a constant 270l VDA,

which is class-leading.

Renault installed the cover panel, because,

when folded, the roof is upside down. If left

uncovered, it would gather dust, debris and

water, which would be deposited on occupants’

heads when the roof was raised again.

The Wind was developed by Renault’s

boutique RenaultSport Technologies division,

and is built alongside its platform mates, the

Twingo and Clio II (Campus), at Novo Mesto,

Slovenia.

The Chrysler Group, which already uses

Siemens PLM’s Teamcenter software as its

corporate-wide PDM system, has now added

NX software, a digital product development

solution, designed to help create a common

product development platform.

“Integration of this tool will help to

enhance our ability to collectively engineer new

products with improved quality and faster time

to market,” explained Scott Kunselman, senior

vice president – engineering, Chrysler Group.

Added Tony Affuso, chairman of the board

and chief executive officer, Siemens PLM

Software: “Chrysler’s decision to replace

existing solutions with NX and Teamcenter as

its corporate-wide standard is a testament to

our commitment to provide a robust, open PLM

platform for the automotive industry.”

PLM tools satisfy many critical needs,

especially with regards to managing

collaboration. They do so by breaking down

barriers between engineering functions,

providing real-time access to information, and

performing analysis and simulation. For more

insight into the burgeoning PLC scene, turn to

page 32 where three of the world's leading

vendors discuss the future roadmap of PLM

software.

Chrysler Group selects 
Siemens PLM platform

8 www.automotivedesign.eu.com
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News

Mitsubishi Motors is claiming a first for the

variable valve timing and lift (VVT) technology on

its new 1.8l diesel, which is also equipped with a

micro-hybrid system featuring automatic stop-

start and regenerative braking, writes John

Kendall. 

When the engine cut-out does not operate,

the engine’s control electronics will automatically

limit idling speed to around 600rpm to reduce

fuel consumption and emissions. The engine was

developed jointly by Mitsubishi Motors and

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries.

The VVT system, which Mitsubishi claims as

its own, operates on the inlet camshaft of the

four-valves-per-cylinder design. This has enabled

the compression ratio to be reduced to 14.9:1.

“Late inlet valve closing reduces end

compression pressure and temperature (the

effect is similar to lowering the compression

ratio), but the operating range is limited, as it

also decreases the amount of air,” one industry

source told Automotive Design.

“Early inlet valve closing of one of the two

valves increases swirl, without an increase in

pumping losses, as would happen with a normal

swirl valve,” continued our source. This is

triggered in the Mitsubishi engine by varying the

lift of one valve. However, “the operating range is

small, due to the tight clearance between valve

and piston in a diesel engine. A modified piston

might be required which, in the end, could

reduce significantly the overall advantages.”

The 1798cc engine produces 110kW at

4000rpm and 300Nm between 2000rpm and

3000rpm, with carbon dioxide emissions of

145g/km.

Diesel variable valve timing first for Mitsubishi 

www.automotivedesign.eu.com 9September 2010

The FIA, along with other automotive and supplier organisations, has called

upon vehicle engineers to join with other industry parties to promote the

acceleration of advanced safety technologies, in order to improve road

safety and save lives.

The plea – at this year’s eSafety Challenge, held at Millbrook Proving

Ground, UK, such advanced technologies affordable and available across all

vehicle segments. It also highlighted the important contribution of anti-skid

device technology – Electronic Stability Control (ESC) – towards road safety,

while lamenting its slow uptake by vehicle buyers, particularly fleets.

David Ward, director general, FIA Foundation, called for more cars to

have life-saving crash avoidance technologies installed and emphasised

that installation rates for eSafety systems, such as ESC, are too low,

particularly in the smallest cars.

“Today, the media focus is on environmental matters such as fuel

efficiency, CO2 reduction, hybridisation and electrification. Auto safety is just

as important and even more urgent. More attention needs to be paid to it,”

said Peter Tyroller, president of CLEPA (the European Association of

Automotive Suppliers). “ESC is a prime example of how an eSafety

technology can contribute to road safety. Research has shown that ESC

could prevent 80% of accidents involving skidding. ESC is a success story,

but has taken 20 years to find its way into our cars. Were it only 10 years,

we could have saved many more lives.”

The key question posed at the event was how eSafety deployment can

be accelerated at an affordable cost. One suggestion was that OEMs and

suppliers work together to push for innovations and make these available in

all automotive segments.

FIA call for greater 
eSafety adoption
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News

Zeroshift has devised a multi-speed gearbox

for electric vehicles (EVs) that needs no

clutch – a damper inside the gear hubs and

electronic control of the motor make ratio

changes seamless. 

Having more than one gear ratio and the

ability to shift without interrupting torque

means the motor runs at higher efficiency,

extending range and batteries’ life

expectancy by up to 10%.

It could enable manufacturers to downsize

EVs’ electric motors, keeping them running

longer at medium loads and speeds where

peak efficiency of over 95% is possible. 

For drivers, that could mean improved

performance, greater range and increased

battery life.

The company’s technology replaces the

synchromesh in a conventional manual

gearbox with paired interlocking rings that

change ratios without interrupting torque. 

To provide the required levels of shift

refinement, Zeroshift’s concept uses

electronic control of the electric motor or

motors to match the shaft speeds and an

integrated passive damper system within 

the drive hub to isolate vibrations.

Dana has developed a high-temperature

exhaust gasket coating, designed to meet the

increasing challenges of modern petrol and

diesel engines. The technology, the first to

withstand temperatures as high as 1,000°C, 

is in production with a large diesel-engine

manufacturer.

The Victor Reinz ThermoGlide 1000 high-

temperature coating offers a 25% improvement

over the heat resistance of competitive

coatings. In addition, the gasket coating is

created using water-based chemistry and an

environmentally friendly manufacturing process

that produces significantly fewer carbon

emissions than traditional volatile organic

compound (VOC) based adhesives.

Dana engineers used a blend of high-

temperature lubricants and unique adhesive 

to create a coating that offers significant

improvement in micro-sealing of metal

substrates, preventing gas escaping between

the exhaust manifold and cylinder head. 

By providing heat insulation between

mating engine surfaces, heat transfer can be

reduced, resulting in increased joint durability

and longer service life.

The latest Vauxhall-Opel Meriva features the

most recent flexible seating systems developed

by Johnson Controls that allows two-, three-,

four- or five-seater arrangements.

An angular rail enables the two outer rear

seats to be moved not only forward and back,

but also diagonally in a single-handed operation.

This gives second row passengers extra leg and

shoulder room in the four-seater version.

Another aspect of the rear seats’ kinematics,

developed by Johnson Controls in cooperation

with GM, is that, when folding the backrests, the

seat cushions are pushed forward by a hinge.

Simultaneously, the front cross beam of the seat

adjuster, which also serves as a rotational axis

for lowering the seats, provides a deeper loading

area and a larger trunk. The total weight of the

new seats is reduced by 20%, compared to 

the previous model, despite increasing comfort

and safety.

In a rear impact collision, the riACT front seat

head restraints are mechanically activated within

25 milliseconds by the front passengers’ weight

to protect against whiplash and automatically

return to their initial position, making them fully

functional again.

New transmission extends
electric vehicles’ range

Next generation 
head protection 
for convertibles

TRW has unveiled its second generation

Head Protection System for Convertibles

(HPSC II) which goes in series production

in 2013. HPSC II’s technology is fully

integrated in the backrest bolster,

eliminating the need for an integrated

head rest and thereby increasing its

compatibility with a broader range of

convertible vehicles - at a lower cost.

As with the first generation, HPSC II

works together with the torso protection

system and both can be tuned individually. 

Dirk Schultz, global engineering

director, Inflatable Restraint Systems,

commented: “HPSC II is compact and

comprises lightweight component parts,

resulting in a lower mass module overall.

Like the first generation HPSC, the second

generation HPSC also takes into account

different load cases and passenger sizes.

This adaptability improves the airbags’

position in relation to the occupant, in the

event of a side impact.”

HPSC II operates via a small, 20mm

diameter, lightweight pyrotechnical based

on SPI-EVO gas inflator technology, and

the system will ensure a high level of

restraint efficiency at an affordable price.

New Flexi seats from Johnson Controls

High temperature gasket from Dana
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CVKarl-Friedrich Stracke  

Karl-Friedrich Stracke was named GM’s vice president, global vehicle

engineering, in December 2009. Prior to this, he served briefly as the executive

director, global GM vehicle integration, proving grounds and test labs. Between

2004 and 2009, Stracke held several executive director positions in engineering

both in Germany and the US.

He’s a mechanical engineer and joined GM through Adam Opel in 1979. After

working in a number of engineering positions, he served as a director in the

Bochum Plant (Werk 1), Germany, from 1995 until 1999. He then became a

director of product development at the International Technical Development

Centre in Russelsheim, Germany, until 2004.

In addition to his engineering education in Germany, Stracke studied business

management at the General Motors Institute from 1984 to 1985. He was born in

Lichtenfels-Goddelsheim, Germany, and is married with two daughters.

12 www.automotivedesign.eu.com September  2010
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R
egular visitors to Detroit

over the past couple of

decades would come away

shaking their heads in

bewilderment at the lack of awareness

of motorists’ needs, especially

Europeans, beyond the United States.

To Europeans, US domestic

products were deemed to be

relatively crudely engineered, of poor

build quality, using low-grade

materials and of questionable design

– never mind indifferent dynamics and

thirsty engines. 

Even with the Japanese, and

more recently the Koreans, making

huge inroads into the US domestic

car and truck market, there was often

a narrow-mindedness and almost an

arrogance that they’d survive.

The financial tsunami that took all

three to the brink changed that, not

least of all within GM’s management

that finally realised substantial

personnel and structural changes

were demanded, if the company was

to have a future.

Karl Stracke is one of the new

breed of senior GM vice presidents

drafted in from Europe, tasked with

reviving the business. He is also

disarmingly honest when I put it to

him that the Big Threes’ engineers

have tended towards conservatism

and not looking beyond the confines

of North America. 

“This is exactly my observation as

well…I understand exactly what your

question is all about and this

sensitivity is very well understood in

GM. The new GM is not the old GM

any more; where it was, ‘Oh, man,

you need to have a North American

solution and here you go with the

execution’. That’s the old GM. The

new GM is much more nimble,

looking for the right customer input

and then we engineer that in.”

GM’s engineering community has

been restructured to reflect and take

advantage of regional centres of

excellence, as Stracke explains. “We

have decided to design small and mini

cars in Korea, the compact models in

Europe, and the mid-size platforms

and trucks mainly in North America,

whilst Brazil has the global mid-size

truck platforms. These architectural

developments will cater for all markets

round the globe. The engineering

requirements from customers are all

included upfront of planning and

implementation, which is vital, as, if

you don’t get the bandwidth of your

architecture right, your final product

will not be a winner.”

And, just to make sure I

understand how serious the new GM

is, Stracke adds: “We want to have

winning products in every market we

compete in. We are not going to be

happy with mediocre, but want to be

the best in every sector.”

Nor is GM standing still in

developing its global engineering

competence. It is expanding its

Brazilian engineering centre not only

to develop the global mid-size truck

platform, but also to increase support

for the local market where GM tops

the first three places in the sales

chart. Additionally, it has entered a

joint venture in India with Shanghai

Automotive Industry Corporation

(SAIC) to support local engineering

development and, with more than a

1,000 headcount, assume a global

role for software development.

Inevitably, though, it is China that

is playing an increasingly important

role in GM’s global aspirations.

Ground was recently broken on a new

$250,000 engineering centre in

Shanghai that will employ more than

300 engineers when it opens at the

end of 2011. GM’s China Advanced

Technical Centre (CATC) will include

nine research labs and 62 test labs for

work on new propulsion systems,

petroleum alternatives, electrification

systems, new engines and battery

cells, as Stracke explains:

“This new facility will work on

advanced designs and new

technology solutions for the global

GM, but also support the Chinese

market. Its resources will be mainly

focused on alternate propulsion or

alternative fuels research. We see

China becoming a key player in

electrical vehicles (EV) and alternative

propulsion development for GM

globally.”

Stracke sees China as a

cornerstone to EV development,

thanks to Beijing’s aggressive

Automotive Design Interview

September 2010

Back from

the brink
Once the mightiest vehicle manufacturer in the

world, General Motors was brought to its knees

by the financial crises of 2008. Two years later, it

is on the verge of a comeback, in part due to a

radical new global platform strategy, as Karl

Stracke GM vice president, global vehicle

engineering, explains to Ian Adcock
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strategy of subsidies. “I think they

want to leapfrog the industry in

electrification and have a good

chance to do that. Their environment

is more specific than Europe or North

America, as they have huge city

states where they want to promote

electrification more aggressively, and

then the rest of GM will be able to

piggyback on those advancements.”

This won’t undermine GM’s US

electrification operations, which

Stracke sees as a ‘core competence’

for developing in-house the software,

power controls and motors that EVs

require, but as an additional resource.

Clearly, this global strategy would

have been thrown into chaos, if GM’s

proposed sale of Opel-Vauxhall to

Magna last year had gone ahead.

“Yep, I fully agree,” he responds. “It

would have been a huge loss, as

Russelsheim is perceived as one of

the core centres for GM, especially for

front-wheel drive and small diesels.”

Saab’s sale – and with it the loss

of its powertrain technology – has

had some impact. But, says Stracke,

that situation is being coped with.

We’ve taken a lot of work back into

Russelsheim from the powertrain

side, with the vehicle and dual clutch

transmission development transferred

to the USA. We’re almost through the

reorganisation now, in terms of head

count and equipment we needed to

invest in these centres to take over

the core competencies from Saab.”

Each product area, whether a

platform or powertrain, is assigned a

global function leader (GFL), who is

tasked with collating all the regional

demands and combining them into a

range of vehicles. It is then the

responsibility of the local engineering

centres to develop those products to

meet the specific requirements of

their end customers. According to

Stracke, “not every GFL is sitting in

North America, because, by

leveraging our global expertise, we

can call on GFLs around the world –

and that goes for purchasing, as well

as engineering development”.

There are, he says, multiple

benefits to this strategy, not least of

which is more robust engineering,

with fewer solutions, improved

quality, quicker learning cycles and

faster time to market. “The global

function leaders have a strong

reporting structure into every region.

Take the chassis GFL, for example.

We get all the regional input and then

we develop this global strategy once.

With the support of each region, 

this team then engineers the right

technology and innovation for every

product.

“In the past, we put too much

focus on one region. What I am trying

to do here is work on understanding

every region and regional needs, and

then incorporate these into the design

from the start. Then we finalise the

product, carrying out 10-20% of the

engineering in the region of sale to

make it a winner.”

The GFLs also mastermind the

supply strategy, working with their

purchasing colleagues, selecting

between two and four suppliers,

depending on the commodity. But, in

a marked change in strategy, cost is

no longer GM’s priority, reveals

Stracke. “There are regional inputs

into this: who are the best suppliers,

in terms of quality, technology,

innovation, on-time delivery and

cost? I say ‘cost’ last, because, for

us, it’s not about cost any more. As a

priority, we put quality and technology

first. We need a global price, but it’s

all about quality and technology in the

marketplace.”

He is ambitious in his plans for GM

as it emerges from the dark days of

2008. “First, we want world-class

quality in everything we do or

component system. Secondly, I am

looking for technology and innovation

leadership. It’s no secret that GM in

the past was behind, in terms of

technology and innovation, and I want

to close that gap quickly. That’s what I

am challenging my suppliers with: to

get the right technology for us to meet

customer demands in the future.”

“We want to be designing,

building and selling the world’s best

vehicles,” says a determined Stracke,

before adding: “And we will get that

done; that is my mission here.”

September 2010

Automotive Design Interview

We have decided

to design small

and mini cars in Korea,

the compact models in

Europe, and the mid-size

platforms and trucks

mainly in North America,

whilst Brazil has the

global mid-size

truck platforms.

‘‘
‘‘
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Simply less noise – with Terophon

coatings from Henkel

Just what you’d expect from a leading partner to the automotive industry: 

Henkel’s Terophon coatings help to reduce interior noise by up to 

5 decibels while reducing weight at the same time.* A plus for people 

and the planet!

Get an overview with the Henkel Benefi t Calculator. 

Simply scan the QR code with your smartphone or visit our website!  

* Weight saving compared to that of bitumen mats.

The actual data may vary according to the process parameters. 
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S
ince ex-Boeing boss Alan Mulally took over the

reins at Ford in 2006, he has progressively undone

the strategy put in place by Jac Nasser, divesting

Ford of the brands it acquired during his

leadership. Aston Martin, Land Rover and Jaguar have all

gone. At the same time, Ford has reduced its stake in

Mazda and, earlier this summer, finalised a deal with

Chinese carmaker Geely to purchase Volvo.

Nasser had a vision of spreading Ford’s product

portfolio beyond the Blue Oval to maximise profitability

over an expanded product range that could, in theory,

benefit from shared development, componentry and

reduced costs. By contrast, Mulally believes in

concentrating on Ford – and its sub brands Lincoln and

Mercury – under his ‘One Ford’ initiative, instigated just

three months after his arrival. Essentially, this is all about a

common design language, based on a global engineering

strategy that will appeal to customers wherever they are.

For example, instead of engineering cars such as the

Fiesta to meet US requirements after launch, future Fords

will have global requirements engineered in from the outset;

which is why the C-Max is one product so critical to Ford’s

long-term future – its underpinnings are the first to be

developed under this new strategy, as Gunnar Herrman,

Ford’s C-car vehicle line director, explains. 

“When all 12 variants have been launched, the C1

platform will account for 2.5 million models worldwide,

including the Focus and Kuga, as well as C-Max and

others. That’s split 40% in Europe, and 30% each in

China and the USA.”

However, that isn’t to say all the C-Max, Focus,

Kugas, etc, sold worldwide are identical. They’re not.

Although the engineering is led centrally from Ford’s

Merkenich, Germany, technical centre, Herrman’s

team has to be aware of, and engineer in, regional

demands. “I think this is getting more

sophisticated, and the key driver is

taking the various regions and

understanding their needs and

quality issues to bring them

back into our sign-off

procedure,” he says.

“Basically, to make sure

that whatever we do suits

the whole world and

has a global

acceptance. I wouldn’t

say we’re there, but

we’ve made

tremendous steps

forward in this

direction.”

With 12 basic

models, the variables

potentially on offer run

into the hundreds of

millions and this, states

Herrman, must be driven down

to reduce engineering complexity.

16 www.automotivedesign.eu.com

RE-ENGINEE
When Ford unveils its latest C-Max at the Paris Motor Show in late September,

it will herald the start of an ambitious programme that fundamentally changes

the way Ford engineers it cars, as Ian Adcock reports

September 2010

“When all 12

variants have 

been launched, 

the C1 platform

will account 

for 2.5 million 

models worldwide,

including the

Focus and Kuga, 

as well as C-Max

and others”
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“Take the current

Focus. There’s in the

region of 60-65 seats.

We’ve managed to scale

that back to twelve. We have

created so many variations that,

when you look into the detail, you

could argue ‘How common is this

really?’ There are 24 different fuel tanks

for front-wheel drive and four-wheel drive, for

instance. “For the next generation, we have to

think about this from an architectural point of view.

Knowing how complex we make this business now, we

need a completely new approach to define boundary

conditions, especially with electrification and hybrids

coming. You have to step back and decide if the vehicle

architecture is really suitable or should I do something

completely different? Maybe you don’t put the engine in the

front and the tank in the rear or vice versa; maybe it’s

somewhere in the middle.”

Herrman describes C1 architecture as “evolutionary” for

Europe and Asia, but a “quantum leap” for the USA where

the current Focus dates back 15 years. “In the States, it will

set the base for the Ford brand that will drive up through all

the other products. This will be a very difficult time,

because there will be showroom differences – here’s the

typical American product and here’s the new global

strategy coming in. Customers will see this with Fiesta and

Focus, the next Kuga, C-Max, Mondeo and more to come.

“It will be interesting for us, as it’s not easy to maintain

RING

September 2010

C1 platform (above left) will underpin 2.5 million
models and 12 variants. Second generation Dual
Clutch Transmission developed with Getrag an option 

the FUTURE
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this alignment. In Europe, it took two-three years to change

strategy and that’s what we’re now trying to do on a global

basis. It’s extremely difficult and there are a lot of extremely

nervous people.”

With China basically opting for European standards,

federalising and certifying the C1 cars is a challenge to

avoid litigation: witness the recent Toyota debacle. While a

federalised body-in-white will add 10-20kgs, which impacts

on sensitive areas such as fuel consumption and CO2, and

requires extra bracketry, is that included in non-federal cars

or not? “We’re looking at how Honda and Toyota do that,

yet retain very attractive weights,” comments Herrman.

If developing a car with global appeal, but regional

attributes, isn’t enough of a challenge for the Ford team,

then ensuring the supply stream can keep up with them is

one aspect the forthright talking German believes can, and

must, be improved. “This global mindset is, I

believe, the biggest issue for the supply

chain. They talk about being global by

being in every region, but the

problem is they’re not talking to

each other.

“We have created an

organisation where we

have eliminated noise

factors in each region,

with no shadow

engineering, so

18 www.automotivedesign.eu.com September 2010

While the C-Max is already considered by many

commentators as class leading, Gereon Langen, chief

programme engineer C-Max (above), wanted to “lift it one

class higher in attributes, especially when it comes to

noise, vibration and harshness”.

This was partially achieved by improving torsional

stiffness 5%, but more significantly by reducing air

leakage by 20% through fine-tuning and detailed work,

says Langen – even improving flanges in the body shop to

seal it perfectly, and investing in new robots to seal areas

in the cowl and hood hinge area previously inaccessible.

Adopting a Saint-Gobain Sekurit acoustic laminated

windscreen was vital, as was adopting Faurecia and

Pelsar sourced interior trims, including, for the first time, a

perforated headliner with fleece on the ‘B’ side for

additional absorption.

Class-leading dynamics have been further enhanced

by adopting new bushing to improve suspension isolation

to the cabin and introducing Conti-Teves torque

vectoring, a class first. “The prime reason was to further

enhance Ford’s reputation for ride and handling,” Langen

“We wanted to 

lift it one 

class higher 

in attributes,

especially when 

it comes to noise,

vibration and

harshness”

AFFORDABLE 
TECHNOLOGY –
and quieter

Variable seating system 
earned the prestigious 
‘Henry Ford Technology Award’
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there are clearly defined roles and responsibilities. Global

suppliers today are not necessarily talking across regions in

the way we do. Strategically, this is our biggest issue at the

moment, especially when you get into launch activities. It’s

something we’re increasingly addressing with our supply

base. ‘Global’ doesn’t have to mean being in every country.

You need to have one driving unit and the rest executing it,

but they need to talk to each other.”

This has been a steep learning curve, especially for

Ford’s American engineering community. But with Derrick

Kuzak overseeing global product development with his

European experience, aided by former Mazda and Ford of

Europe CEO Lewis Booth as executive vice president and

chief financial officer, there is weight behind this European

developed strategy to make it work. Only time and sales

figures will tell if it does.  

explains. “I am convinced we’re

benchmarked for this attribute, and this was

another step in maintaining and enhancing that position.”

Equally important, in terms of vehicle dynamics, was

the decision to adopt TRW’s electric power assisted

steering. Langen admits Ford had considered using it on

the original C-Max, but at the last minute felt its qualities

fell short of their demands. The latest iterations achieve

those targets and have the additional benefits of making

the steering tunable for diverse global markets, reducing

fuel consumption by 2-3% and, in another class

first, allowing Ford to adopt Valeo’s semi-

automatic reverse parking system, which,

explains Langen, only requires 1.2x the

vehicle’s length.

Seven-seater versions of the Grand MAV

feature two class-leading innovations, one of

which reflects its North American sales potential: sliding

rear doors. “Families with children immediately see the

advantage of sliding doors, even if their past in Europe

has been mixed.” Langen wanted the doors –

engineered by Brose, which also supplies the powered

tailgate, and Rollmech Automotive – to offer more than

rivals. So they include speakers and cup holders, plus

additional impact resistance to achieve EuroNCAP five

star rating.

The other engineering breakthrough, which has

earned Grand MAV a ‘Henry Ford Technology Award’, is

its variable seven-seat system. Jointly engineered and

designed by Ford and Johnson Controls, it’s a Rubik’s

Cube of seating/load combinations, including a ‘walk-

through’ facility from the front to third row of seats.

C-Max is not just the beginning of a global journey

for Ford, but a signal as to how the Blue Oval wants to

define itself in the future: “We believe there are two

fundamental elements to achieve this: emotive design

that separates you from the showroom competition and

technology, “ adds Derrick Kuzak. “Not technology for

technologies sake, but really useful technology that

provides solutions for customers and becomes a

signature for the Ford brand.”

www.automotivedesign.eu.com 19September 2010
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US demand led to sliding door on the Grand MAV

C-Max body
engineered to meet

US and European
crash requirements 
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fter months of behind-the-

scenes work and pilot

testing…with a click of a

keystroke, it went live – the newly

designed SAE International website.

Having debuted in early June, the

new site offers more than just

cosmetic changes. Yes, the look is

different; and yes, the design is

different; but, most importantly, the

functionality is different…and better. 

Bill Cariello, SAE’s manager of Web

Strategy and Operations, oversaw the

process of evaluating and determining

what features and capabilities the new

site should have. “Regardless of what

was being discussed, the conversation

always came back to SAE’s most

important constituent: the member.

SAE International’s new website is

designed, first and foremost, with our

members and customers in mind. The

site brings together all that SAE

International has to offer, yet still

enables users to customise their

navigation to best fit their professional

needs,” states Cariello. 

When you visit the site, you will

notice it is nimble, easy to use, and

showcases the programmes, products

and services that have come to define

SAE International as a leader in

mobility engineering. In addition, your

search time will be reduced through an

interface that provides enhanced

searching capabilities, with content

from SAE International’s award-

winning engineering magazines, along

with full integration with SAE’s social

media. 

You will have the option to choose

from one of three industry tabs –

aerospace, automotive or commercial

vehicle. Once you have selected the

industry sector of your choice, you will

find the latest news, articles, papers,

standards and events for that

particular segment. Moreover, you can

identify yourself as ‘professional’ or

‘student’ and then quickly select the

activities in which you want to engage,

including submitting a paper, joining a

discussion, looking for a job or joining

SAE International.

“To ensure we obtained our

members’ and visitors’ improvement

opportunities, we did extensive

information-gathering prior to

redesigning the new site,” Cariello

comments. “What we found is that

members and visitors to the old

website felt the navigation and certain

online functions – such as renewing

membership – could be challenging.

“The new website addresses these

needs and makes the online

experience better for all who use 

the site.”

More improvements are planned.

As the year goes on, SAE plans to

unveil a members-only site called

‘EngineerXchange’, which will enable

SAE International members around the

world to communicate; post messages

on profile pages; join online groups;

submit content and suggestions for

future content; view and comment on

industry and engineering information;

and also participate in blogs, surveys

and polls.

Visit the newly designed site today

at www.sae.org. We also welcome

your feedback on the site. To offer

your thoughts and suggestions, email:

customerservice@sae.org or 

call 001-724-776-4970.

David Schutt, The Columnist
SAE International Chief Executive Officer

“You will have the

option to choose

from one of three

industry tabs –

aerospace,

automotive or

commercial

vehicle” 

New SAE website: 
ease-of-use and
functionality are 
at its core

A

focus@sae.org
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T
elematics – the melding of

telecommunications and

computing – has been a

long time coming to

passenger cars. In the

early 1990s, flush with cash from the

EU-funded Prometheus project,

European car makers wowed us with

a bewildering range of blue-sky

technologies, some of which have

since made the leap to production

vehicles, while others have not.

Telematics has been one of the

laggards – but that’s soon to change.

Two interrelated factors are to

blame for this slow roll-out of the

connected car. First, it wasn’t at all

clear what the benefit of the

technology would be. Lofty visions 

of enhanced traffic flow and vehicle

safety born of V2I (vehicle-to-

infrastructure) and V2V (vehicle-

to-vehicle) communications were all

very well, but the chicken and egg

problem was only too obvious: 

who would install the roadside

infrastructure to make this work and

who would buy an enabled vehicle

until that happened?

Surge in activity

Today, the emphasis has shifted

instead to internet-enabled

infotainment systems, a sea-change

that has reinvigorated in-car

telematics. “To date, the uptake has

been slow, because the user case

was limited,” says Kyle Walworth,

senior manager electronic

hardware/software architectures 

at Visteon. “There has been a

tremendous amount of activity in the

past 12 months, because the feature

set is much wider and the end user

sees much more benefit. The iPhone

really did change things: now that

people are connected, they want to

be even more connected, and that

includes when they’re in vehicles. By

improving the HMI (human-machine-

interface) within the vehicle, we can

make the integration of internet

connectivity a safer experience.”

The second stumbling block was

the automotive industry’s hidebound

approach to the new technology,

which initially envisaged – and to an

extent still does – the development of

proprietary software solutions. Today,

an increasing number of vehicle

manufacturers, tier 1 suppliers and

electronics majors prefer a

collaborative approach, as epitomised

by the GENIVI Alliance. Founded in

March 2009, GENIVI already has 

80 members covering all industry

sectors, its vision being an open-

source bedrock for in-car infotainment

systems. Members already include

vehicle makers BMW Group, GM,

Mitsubishi, Nissan, PSA and Renault,

tier 1 suppliers Delphi, Magneti-Marelli

and Visteon, as well as computer chip

giant Intel.

Functionality push

“Much of what happens in the

telematics arena is driven outside the

automotive community by companies

like Google and Apple,” says Graham

Smethurst, GENIVI’s president and

general manager infotainment and

communications systems at BMW

Group. “We have to hang on to their

coat-tails and get the functionality into

the car as fast as we can. So it makes

sense to transition from proprietary

solutions to an open-source solution

where you share a lot of the code

already written for adjacent industries.

Then you add what differentiates the

automotive solution, which is quite a

small percentage of the overall stack.

Standardisation of the non-

differentiated component is what

GENIVI is all about.”

September 2010

The connected car
Keith Howard investigates the latest trends in internet-enabled infotainment systems
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As a founding member of GENIVI,

Visteon endorses this approach as the

way forward. “In the auto industry in

the past, we’ve tried to create our own

applications,” says Kyle Walworth,

“but we just don’t have the volume

and the speed to keep up with

consumer electronics. So we have 

to adapt what’s developed for the

consumer market, which is exactly

what GENIVI is aiming to do. In the

GENIVI model, 80% of the code that

goes into a car infotainment system

should be open-source, 15% should

be open-source but modified, and

only 5% should be unique to

automotive.

As a tier 1 supplier, Visteon sells

this open-source approach to OEMs

on the basis of speed to market and

lower overall development cost.

“Some automotive companies have

yet to be persuaded, but other

industries transitioning to open-

source solutions have had the same

experience: it’s a natural progression,”

states Walworth. “Once sufficient

OEMs have GENIVI-based

development programs in place, 

we’ll reach critical mass.” 

One car maker yet to embrace 

the GENIVI model is Audi, which has

chosen a proprietary Qualcomm

solution for the wi-fi functionality 

of the new A8, revealed last November.

Cars of the future won’t simply be

another portal to familiar internet

services, of course – car-specific

services will be developed, too.

British-based ARM, whose technology

is found in most of the world’s mobile

‘phones and also in diverse

automotive systems, joined GENIVI

recently and is driving four application

areas:

● Trip assistant, combining weather

and map data to optimise route

planning and car configuration

● Pay-as-you-drive insurance, which

charges according to miles travelled,

rather than a fixed annual fee

● V2V communications, whereby

vehicles in a locality communicate

directly with others to warn of

hazards such as ice

● V2I communications with intelligent

traffic management systems to

speed traffic flow and reduce

accidents.

The last two hark back to the

original vision for vehicle telematics,

suggesting that internet-focused

infotainment systems will provide the

vital stepping stone to these grander

schemes.

Telematics
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HMI - human machine
interface

OSV
extensions

Open source IVI stack

Open source kernel

APPS Libs

Alliance
domain

• Differentiation

• Integration

• Commercial and
 proprietary solutions

• Implementation
 completion

• Non-differentiatiating 
 features

• Consolidated requirements

• Auto specific middleware

• Validation/compliance

Automaker
and tier 1
supplier
domain

Co-developed with

Google, Audi’s new A8

features the first

integration with

Google Earth, linking

automotive to an

existing online service

GENIVI software architecture for in-car infotainment systems, in which
differentiated solutions are built on a shared, open-source foundation. 
The uneven line separating the components indicates some flexibility in the
boundary between them.
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1) What efforts do you make to improve driver’s
visual and thermal comfort?
Constant efforts to improve driver’s visual and
thermal comfort are nowadays mandatory. The
driver’s comfort may be highly jeopardized during
unfavourable weather conditions. In winter, the driver
has to deal with icing and/or fog on the Windshield,
which has to be removed to allow safe driving. In
summer, heat from the sun enters the vehicle creating
an uncomfortable interior temperature. 
Hence Saint-Gobain Sekurit has developed an all-
weather windshield called “SGS ClimaCoat®” which
provides dual functionality
• improved vision & safety 
• Reduction in the amount of heat entering the

vehicle.

2) How does your new all-weather windshield “SGS
ClimaCoat®” improve safety and comfort?
In winter, SGS ClimaCoat® de-ices and de-fogs the
windshield in just a few minutes at the push of a
button. Even at a temperatures of -5°C, the heatable
glazing removes ice in less than 4 minutes. Moreover,
it prevents re-icing which normally occurs during the
first few minutes of driving the vehicle. Consequently
SGS ClimaCoat® is an important contribution to
active safety, as this function offers good vision for
the driver. 
This new technology offers better thermal comfort in
summer through the best heat reflecting function on
the market. The benefit arises from the metallic
coating in the Windshield, which reflects solar
energy. The solar factor is heavily reduced
compared to Standard Green Glass Windshields. In
fact, the improvement is even twice as much, as
compared to available heat reflecting technologies
in the Market.
Moreover, the vehicle with SGS ClimaCoat® arrives at
a comfortable interior temperature, 32 percent faster
than with standard glazing.

3) What is the technology behind SGS ClimaCoat®?
SGS ClimaCoat®, the new generation of Saint-Gobain
Sekurit’s heatable glass, is a laminated glass, which
has a metallic conductive coating applied on the
inner side of one glass. A normal voltage of 14V is
applied through electrical connectors to the metallic
coating. The resulting current warms up the metallic
coating and so the glazing is heated. The heat output
is around 400 W/m² with a normal voltage of 14 V.
Additionally the metallic coating acts like a mirror,
which reflects solar radiation and prevents heating of
the car interior.

4) What would be the SGS
ClimaCoat® advantages for
the OEM’s?
There are several advantages
for the OEMs to equip their
new or existing car models
with SGS ClimaCoat®. 
OEMs can finally provide their customers with a
heatable WS, without the disadvantage of visibility of
the heating wires in the Windshield, which reinforces
a high quality image of the Car Brand.
Another advantage is the heating with standard
available voltage of 14V, making it easier and cost
efficient for OEMs to implement this technology on
their cars.
Finally, the fact that SGS ClimaCoat® decreases fuel
consumption is a major competitive advantage for the
OEM.

5) How would the new product help to reduce the
CO2 emissions of the vehicle?
SGS ClimaCoat® decreases the additional fuel
consumption caused by the air conditioning system
by about 0, 1 liter /100km. Consequently CO2
emission is reduced by approx 2, 5 gms CO2/km. 
So SGS ClimaCoat® saves the driver fuel and money
while preserving our environment.

6) When and where are we going to see SGS
ClimaCoat® first?
SGS is in advanced discussions with several OEMs in
Europe and expects the product to be implemented
by end 2010 in the Market.

Saint-Gobain Sekurit
Rue du Maréchal Joffre

60150 THOUROTTE, FRANCE.
www.saint-gobain-sekurit.com   E-mail: contactsekurit@saint-gobain.com

SGS ClimaCoat®:
Interview of Mr Javier Colmenares
(V.P – Sales & Marketing Saint-Gobain Sekurit)
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T
he view through the

control room safety glass

is like any in a typical

engine test cell – an

organised jungle of wires

and hoses connected to an engine

humming quietly at 2000 rpm. But

the live video running on the control

room’s overhead monitors is

anything but typical.

It’s a look inside the test engine’s

combustion chamber – large, live

and in living colour. The resolution

from inside this harsh environment is

remarkably crisp; it appears you

could reach right in and touch the

hot spark plug. There’s the plug

firing. There’s the cloud of injected

fuel curling around the plug tip, a

typical issue in direct-injection gas

engine development.

On the screens, we see the

valves opening and closing and the

traces of burned gas exiting the

exhaust port. Depending on the

wavelength the operator selects, we

can either look at a gas cloud or

through it. We see flame-propagation

sequences, offered in high-speed

video, or still images photographed

by degree of crankshaft angle.

Prime time rating

Captured on video for our small

group of observers are highly

accurate thermal plots taken at

various areas around the chamber,

including multiple points on the

spark plug electrode. As the

operator raises engine speed to

5000 rpm, we see the intake and

exhaust valves rotating in their

guides, as well as the injection 

spray flow patterns.

If this was a cable channel called

‘Combustion TV’, it would dominate

the ratings. But the amazing tool is

claimed by its makers to be the first

and only thermal visualisation

system of its kind in the world. And

OEM clients of FEV (its exclusive

operator) are lining up to use it for

unravelling various issues within their

own engines.

It’s installed in a dedicated test

cell at the company’s US facility in

Auburn Hills, Michigan. The system,

which can be used to view any

location within an ICE, was

developed by Apogee Scientific, an

optical technology specialist based in

Englewood, Colorado, USA. Apogee

and FEV collaborated on applying it

to the powertrain-development

space, explains Apogee’s principal

engineer, Jon Lesko. “This tool

enables engine development teams

to visually map out the combustion

process and see characteristics,

Heart of the matter
Lindsay Brooke looks directly into the beating heart of a test engine’s

combustion chamber – thanks to what is claimed to be the first and

only thermal visualisation system of its kind
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profiles and phenomenon that

previously could not be measured

and visualised,” he says. 

Problems bypassed

“By employing it at the research

stage, you can shortcut any

development problems that might

occur later on, which can save a

fortune. Or later on, if you have a

production engine with a problem,

you can bring it here to FEV for a

quick look inside that will help you

correct it.”

The visualisation system was

designed with ample ‘headroom’ 

to enable FEV to explore fully the

higher compression ratios and

cylinder pressures, new fuels, direct

injection and boosting, additional

thermal stress, and other trends

driving future powertrain

development, states Dr Dean

Tomazic, FEV’s vice president,

engine performance and emissions

division.

“One of the biggest issues

involved with turbocharging DI

gasoline engines is low-speed pre-

ignition,” he notes. “This tool will

enable us to go into the combustion

chamber and identify where the

onset takes place – it could be wall

wetting or piston impingement,

anything where visualisation and

precise temperature measurements

will help speed solution.”

Other likely uses include

developing engines with higher

compression ratios, and two-stage

turbocharging and dual-fuel

arrangements, where nozzle tip

temperatures and mixture

preparation, respectively, are critical.

Visual insights

“Depending on how this system is

set up, we can visualise the flame

and fuel more accurately,” points out

Tomazic. “The flexibility of the tool 

is such that we identify and focus

clearly on all these individual issues

that are part of any engine

development program. It gives us 

a more simplistic way to approach

design of new engines from the very

get-go. That’s a big benefit.”

With a background in optic

physics, Lesko set out to create

Apogee’s Thermal Visualisation

system by specifying the most

robust components available. Most

of the material used is military grade,

capable of withstanding extreme

peak cylinder temperatures and

pressures – even during abnormal

conditions such as pre-ignition and

combustion ‘knock’.

“The detector originally came

from a surface-to-air missile,” Lesko

reveals. “Some of the lens material

came from the nose of a Raytheon

AIM-9X Sidewinder (air-to-air heat-

seeking missile). The lens hood itself

is capable of withstanding 1,800°C.

A lot of the optical design work

came from the astronomy field.”

Apogee developed the system’s

camera and prisms, which allow the

viewer to see around corners in tight

confines. More than 95% of the

system’s interchangeable lenses and

components were custom designed

for the application. MOreover, all of

the optical equipment is designed to

fit through a conventional cylinder

pressure-transducer bore.

FEV and Apogee are studying

potential applications for the thermal

visualisation system beyond basic

combustion engines. And, according

to Lesko and Tomazic, operation of

gas turbine engines, advanced

turbocharger systems and even

catalytic converters are logical

candidates for what may become

the industry’s favourite ‘insiders’

video programme.

September 2010

Engine testing

8° BTDC

9° BTDC

10° BTDC

11° BTDC

12° BTDC

13° BTDC

For further information 

on technology and suppliers visit

www.automotivedesign.eu.com

For the first time engine
designers will be able to observe
flame propagation as it occurs in
the combustion chamber
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Invented for life.

Innovations from Bosch.

Invented for life is our mission. We develop products and systems 

that respond today to the global  problems of the future. That’s why 

many of the 15 patents Bosch registers every day contribute to prog-

ress in renewable energies, emission reduction and fuel economy. 

Doing our share for a better future. www.bosch.com
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W
hile modern diesels

and other lean-

burning engines

offer excellent fuel

economy numbers,

there is a serious obstacle: meeting

regulatory limits for nitrogen oxides,

carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon

emissions means manufacturers

must install special exhaust after-

treatment systems that can cost

thousands of Euros extra.

Conventional ‘three-way’ exhaust

catalysts do not work well in the

oxygen-rich combustion fumes that

lean-burn engines produce, which

means vehicle manufacturers have

two diesel oxidation catalysts to

choose from to control lean-burn

NOx emissions. Selective catalytic

reduction (SCR) is established

technology, but requires onboard

storage of a urea-based reducing

agent, which needs protection from

low temperatures and regular

replenishment. The alternative

approach, the lean NOx trap (LNT), 

or the NOx storage and reduction

catalyst, works differently. 

Multi-step process

In an LNT system, the NOx is

temporarily stored when it reacts with

an alkaline compound on the catalyst

surface and then later released. The

multi-step process that converts NOx

pollutants into benign nitrogen gas

requires the use of high-cost

The platinum-free
diesel catalyst
unveiled 

September 2010

Modern diesels and other

lean-burning engines

boast excellent fuel

economy numbers. But

ensuring they meet

regulatory emissions can

be a financial nightmare,

as Steven Ashley reports.
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platinum and other platinum group

metals (PGMs), as Wei Li, group

manager at General Motors Global

R&D’s chemical sciences and

materials systems laboratory, 

points out. Not only are platinum-

based catalysts expensive, but 

also the metal’s price fluctuates and

high temperatures degrade them

over time. Removing the platinum

from LNTs and other automotive

systems has long been “a Holy Grail

for the catalyst industry,” states Li. A

GM team, which along with Li

included Chang Hwan Kim, Gongshin

Qi, and Kevin Dahlberg, began

studying the problem in 2007. 

“Eventually, we found a cheaper

replacement: a perovskite oxide

(metal oxide) that demonstrates 

quite good catalytic activity in tests

at similar loadings with simulated

diesel exhaust,” Li reveals. Even

though the new system still contains

some PGMs, “we believe that it’s a

big step in the right direction.” 

To see how the new catalyst

could benefit LNT technology, one

must understand how the traps work,

explains Jim Parks, group leader for

emissions and catalyst research at

Oak Ridge National Laboratory in

Tennessee, USA.  The LNT operation

comprises several steps that occur

as the engine cycles between lean

and rich operating modes. “During

the lean-burn phase of the cycle,” 

he says, “platinum promotes the

oxidation of NO to NO², which is

needed to successfully store NOx

until the fuel-rich part of the cycle.”

The NOx storage medium, usually an

alkaline oxide such as barium oxide,

is converted to nitrate by reaction

with the NOx. 

Lean thinking

The storage capacity of the oxide is

not unlimited, so, after the engine

runs lean for a couple of minutes, it

becomes necessary to ‘empty’ the

NOx store. Removing the NOx is

accomplished by running the engine

rich for three to nine seconds, which

leads to the decomposition of the

nitrate and release of the NOx.

Another result of running rich is

higher levels of carbon monoxide and

hydrocarbons in the exhaust stream.

These compounds react with the

released NOx, reducing it to N². The

engine then runs lean again and the

cycle repeats. 

Parks notes that the platinum

catalyst also promotes the

oxidisation of hydrocarbons to help

fully eliminate oxygen at the trap,

which must occur, if the NOx is to 

be released. “Finally, during the rich

phase, the platinum enables the trap

to regenerate by assisting in the NOx

release and reduction steps.” 

Platinum’s erratic pricing

torments personnel planning to build

lean-burn after-treatment systems

several years hence, comments Li.

The new perovskite catalyst could

help free OEMs from that uncertainty,

saving as much as 70% along the

way, the GM researchers claim. 

Li reports that the perovskite

oxide catalysts, a family of

formulations based on the rare earth

element lanthanum, demonstrated

“quite good” oxidative activity.

Members of the oxide family, which

variously contain metals such as

cobalt, manganese or iron, display

different active properties. The team

also discovered that doping the

lanthanum perovskite oxide

compound with strontium to levels of

10% increases the oxidation activity

of the material significantly. 

Finally, the GM researchers have

determined that the addition of 

“a little bit of palladium assists the

conversion of hydrocarbons and

minimises the poisoning effect of

sulphur compounds”, Li maintains.

“Depending on the market, palladium

costs four or five times less than

platinum.”  The new catalytic system

also resists degradation of catalytic

action, caused by exposure to heat,

better than platinum does. 

Precision engineering

“It looks like GM has made a

significant stride toward reducing

PGMs in LNT catalysts,” Parks

observes. Further development and

commercialisation should take a

minimum of three years, he says, as

materials specialists fine-tune the

material and engineers optimise the

manufacturing process. For example,

the key components of an LNT

formulation – the high-surface area

support structure, as well as the

oxidation catalyst and NOx absorbing

sites – must be precisely engineered,

so each functions in close proximity

to the others to best promote the

desired overall reactions. 

Given time, the new, lower-cost

lean-burn catalysts could well help to

speed up the adoption of clean

diesel engine technology in the North

American car market.

“Removing the platinum from LNTs and other automotive systems has long 

been a Holy Grail for the catalyst industry,” states Li

September 2010
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E
ver since Henry Ford

brought mass production

to the car industry, the

challenge has been on 

to produce identical cars,

to the same specification, as cheaply

as possible. Global platform cars –

such as million sellers like the Ford

Focus or Toyota Camry – give

manufacturers the chance to push

down production costs as never

before.

In a recent study, management

consultancy AT Kearney estimated

that global platforms will become

increasingly important, accounting

for almost 50% of global production

by 2015. It adds that manufacturers

could remove more than €500 

of costs per vehicle by upping

production above 1m units per year.

But there are enormous practical

challenges in the creation of such a

car. In theory, a Ford Focus made in

China should be indistinguishable

from one made in Europe or North

America. In practice, this will never

be the case – though manufacturers

are still trying hard to achieve it.

Prime time rating

Manufacturers want to source parts

and materials locally, and so are

demanding ‘global’ material grades –

which are

‘identical’,

wherever they

are made. “Parts

like bumpers need

to have the same

performance, wherever

they are made,” says

Michel Loubry, a regional

director at PlasticsEurope, which

represents polymer producers in

Europe. “The difficulty is that the raw

materials are different from one plant

to the next.”

This is because the raw material

for plastics – petroleum – also varies

from region to region. “When you

then polymerise it into polypropylene,

for example, the material will be

slightly different. Producers have to

adjust their production technology

and processes, so they can match

the performance and make an

identical grade,” Loubry states.

In practical terms, an ‘identical’

grade is one that will behave in the

same way – and is designed to meet

a list of specifications.

“Toyota is talking about global

materials that would cover a range 

of vehicle platforms,” says Alain

Gourjault, European automotive

marketing manager at polypropylene

(PP) supplier LyondellBasell. He

points to the fact

that Toyota’s TSOP7

standard describes a

material’s performance in

terms of a “long list” of properties,

such as impact resistance, rigidity

and shrinkage.

“The formulation used in North

America will be different to that in

Europe, but in the end the property

profile is the same,” he comments.

“This is the challenge. The material in

North America should fill the tool in

the same way as it does in Europe.”

Applying expertise

Gourjault says that a company’s

ability to produce these equivalent

grades comes down to its expertise

in polymerisation and compounding.

Another key factor is communication

between the polymer producer’s local

laboratories – which are responsible

for formulating these ‘identical’

grades. Eventually, all the grades will

be tested and approved to a single

standard. In Toyota’s case, this would

Platform

alteration
Global platforms demand global materials –

which means that a plastic made in China

must be identical to one made in Europe. 

Lou Reade reports

September 2010
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be done in Japan.

“The industry is keen

to reduce the number of

grades that it uses – so from

one specification you could

have multiple applications,”

Gourjault adds.

LyondellBasell and other PP

suppliers are in a strong position to

improve the performance of global

platform vehicles, because their

material accounts for around 60% of

all plastics used in cars – and

substituting a ‘new’ material for an

old one can deliver substantial cost-

and weight-saving benefits.

Thomas Bartz, European general

manager for automotive business at

BASF’s polyurethanes division, sees

a tightening in global specifications –

and points to the Ford Focus as 

a prime example of a car that is

being globally standardised. “Until

recently, you just had to meet a

global specification, using local

formulations,” he says. “Now, there’s

a trend for truly identical materials –

which are ‘chemical copies’ of those

used elsewhere.”

Cost factor

The reason – as with most other

things – is cost reduction: if a

material is truly identical on a global

basis, this reduces the amount of

material validation. Producing such

materials can be an enormous

challenge, Bartz says, because the

performance of a polyurethane is

often dictated by specialist additives.

BASF’s main expertise is in

supplying materials for dashboards,

but it also develops grades for

steering wheels, headliners and

acoustic foam. Bartz says that

BASF’s latest generation of foams

has ultra-low volatile organic

compounds (VOC) characteristics

and good ageing properties. This is

made possible by proprietary

autocatalytic additives – which are

not available everywhere.

“We must make these specialist

additives available to all regions,” he

says. “We would start by importing

them, but in time would aim to

produce them locally.”

Importing them to each region at

the outset involves extra paperwork –

and extra cost – but helps the

company to deliver a ‘chemical copy’

grade globally. But cutting costs by

producing a global grade only goes

so far. PlasticsEurope’s Loubry says

that the key factor will continue to be

product quality.

“The performance of a car is

much more important than the ability

to re-use a material grade,” he says.

“If they decide that a new material is

needed, we will develop one.”

“Parts like bumpers 

need to have the same

performance, wherever

they are made, the

difficulty is that the

raw materials are

different from one 

plant to the next.” 

says Michel Loubry, 

a regional director 

at PlasticsEurope

September 2010
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Top 30 platform volumes, 2000-2015 Key observations

• In 2000 GM and Ford  
 combined had 5 platforms  
 in the top 10 global platforms

• By 2005, GM and Ford had  
 only 2 of the top 10 global  
 platforms. Also, Hyundai’s J3  
 platform entered the top 10

• By 2010, no U.S. OEMs were in  
 the top 10. GM’s GMT900 platform  
 was No.15 and Delta2 was No.18

• By 2015, the top 5 global  
 platforms will be:

 1. Toyota MC (Camry)

 2. VW PQ37 (Golf)

 3. Ford C2 (Focus)

 4. GM Delta2 (Cruze)

 5.  Hyundai J4 (Elantra)

Top 30 platform volumes

Actual % of global production

Forecasted % of global production

10%

13%

38%
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A
ccording to the major

vendors, the

automotive industry is

making life very difficult

for itself. With software

and mechatronics seeing far greater

exposure in what used to be an

almost entirely mechanical and

electrical domain, engineers and

designers are now faced with a

dizzying array of product and

system variables. 

And it is fair to say that most

incumbent, in-house developed

software just cannot keep pace.

Couple this with shared automotive

platforms, global suppliers, joint

ventures and the contemporary

demands of the emerging markets

and it is clear that much tighter

control of product lifecycle data 

is needed.

Huge investment

It is for this reason interoperability

between the various CAD systems is

taking a bit of a back seat. Instead,

many of the major software vendors

are ploughing huge development

efforts into PLM solutions that cover

far more than just the simple

management of design data. 

“What we are seeing,” according

to Kevin Baughey, director –

ENOVIA Automotive Industry

Enablement at Dassault Systemes,

“is that the focus on CAD has not

been lost; instead, we are

witnessing a movement of data

visibility higher up the value chain,

which includes a far greater array of

other types of data, not just that

related to design.”

Adds Jan Larsson, marketing

director, NX, Siemens PLM

Software: “Not only do you need a

backbone that can handle the

complexity of new designs, but you

also need a solution that helps to

address the demands placed on

OEMs by global and local needs and

legislation. Cars are now more

complex than ever before and, as

well as the ability to handle vast

amounts of new data, the car

companies need a way of working

with it, in order to make the best

decisions… often far earlier in the

design process. No one is trying 

to simplify the complexity of

contemporary car designs; the key,

instead, is the management of this

complexity.”

Modern PLM solutions have

sidestepped the need for design

software packages to ‘talk to each

other’ by taking over this mantle and

combining it with a far greater array

of other data streams. “Much of the

impetus is coming from the

emerging markets,” explains Sin Min

Yap, director of product & market

strategy at PTC. “There is a lot of

demand from them for state-of-the-

art CAD and many of the companies

are being very particular, regarding

who they are working with – mainly

due to the current software

infrastructure of their larger, more

established OEM partners. We 

have to confront the truth that the

CAD world is heterogeneous. 

“CAD is a little like a religion:

getting someone to change their

allegiance is very tough. Staying

with the religious analogy, what we

offer is an agnostic PLM solution

that can address data from all

leading packages – companies

shouldn’t have to choose one

particular CAD package, in order 

to be successful.”

PLM takes
up the reins
What tools are on offer to help major OEMs and 

their tier suppliers address the need for a common

interface across multiple software platforms and

geographic domains? Mark Fletcher finds out
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Siemens PLM Software, PTC and

Dassault Systemes already offer

robust PLM solutions (Teamcenter,

Windchill and Enovia respectively),

which are undergoing continuous

development as they strive to be the

PLM solution of choice for a wide

variety of markets, including

automotive. “Today, a lot of the

major traditional OEMs operate

using disparate legacy (and often

home-grown) software systems,”

Yap explains. “Typically, only 30% of

data is CAD; the remaining 70%

relates to this ‘other’ information,

which includes facets such as

change management, design

verification, data management and

Bill of Material (BoM) creation. What

we have seen is that PLM solutions

are steadily being adopted initially to

handle CAD data and design

decision processes, with an

inexorable uptake in these other

areas as well.”

Single interface approach

The future for the automotive

industry is very exciting, not only as

more software and mechatronics

appear, but also as the industry

begins to adopt a more formalised

system engineering approach.

Because of this, the role of future

PLM solutions is vital, as OEMs

begin to realise the benefits of a

single interface approach to help

them address all of the potential

variables; be they related to design,

legislation or local demands.

“The automotive industry will

follow the aerospace industry’s

lead,” Baughey elaborates, “not only

in the handling of project data, but

also in the way that can be handled

securely from one system to another

across geographical boundaries.”

Yap agrees and adds: “We must also

consider the potential lessons that

can be learned from the aerospace

sector – which is seeing more and

more parallels in the automotive

world.

Watch and learn

Both Boeing’s Dreamliner and

Airbus’s A380 projects have

witnessed issues relating to 

the modularisation of their

manufacturing practices, he adds.

“With customer-driven product

variation and a wider supplier base,

the need for pertinent and accurate

data, which tallies with other data

sources, is vital. We must watch and

learn, and take into account these

potential failure modes, as they

could well materialise in the

automotive sector.”

September 2010
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Cleaner engines

Ahead of Euro 6 becoming binding,

Pierburg GmbH is announcing a raft

of new technologies designed to

enable OEMs to meet these more

stringent regulations.

Combined EGR valve

If today’s turbocharged engines are

to comply with the associated

higher EGR rates, they will require,

in addition to the established mode

of high-pressure exhaust gas

recirculation (HP EGR), a low-

pressure version (LPEGR). In this

process, exhaust gas is extracted

downstream of the diesel particulate

filter and rerouted to the intake air

pipe where, upstream of the

compressor, it is mixed with fresh

air. The required pressure gradient is

set by additional engine throttling.

For this purpose, Pierburg provides

separate all-electronic components,

the high-flow LPEGRvalve with

integrated waste-gate flap for the

recirculation passage, as well as

complete EGR cooler modules.

As an integrated assembly, it

delivers cost and weight savings. A

new feature is the option to set EGR

rates to permit direct compliance

with Euro 6 emission standards.

As an integral part of the low-

pressure EGR system, the combined

EGR valve is a promising, fuel-saving

technology. Since the exhaust gas 

is extracted downstream of the

particulate filter, this mode of EGR

allows the engine to operate at

higher EGR rates, with no increase

in raw soot emissions, and at the

same time delivers a gain in

turbocharger efficiency, while

removing the need for any further

NOx after-treatment of the exhaust.

Deep breath of secondary air

Pierburg is also introducing a new

electrically-driven side-channel

pump specifically for secondary 

air applications.

Fresh air is injected into the

exhaust gas system, as close as

possible to the exhaust valves, to

achieve a homogeneous mixture

with the exhaust gas. 

The oxygen-rich fresh air

oxidises the hydrocarbons and

carbon monoxides contained in 

the exhaust to yield carbon dioxide

and water. Simultaneously, the

catalytic converter heats up more

rapidly, thereby improving the cold 

engine’s idling performance and

reducing hydrocarbon emissions 

by up to 60%.

The extra heat also means the

converter need not be installed

close to the engine, in order to light

up early. And, at high engine loads,

mixture enrichment to cool the

converter with fuel isn’t required.

The result is fuel savings on

downsized gasoline engines,

running a large proportion of the

time at high load.

It’s the details that count

Working with an established OEM, 

KS Gleitlager has experimented with

reducing the width of a standard

THE FUTURE’S

OUT THERE
From the 6-8 October, Europe’s leading automotive suppliers, partnered by the

USA and Canada, will gather in Wolfsburg, Germany, for the Continent’s most

comprehensive trade fair. Automotive Design previews some of the exhibitors
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The combined EGR valve integrates a
low-pressure EGR valve and a throttle
in a single component.

Electrically driven side-channel pump
specifically designed for secondary-air
systems
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Headlights are unique design elements giving identity to auto-

mobiles and their manufacturers. And of course that is why

designers focus on brand-driven design.

The world-wide unique Docter Optics                        glass

moulding technology has been the choice of preference for

the production of standard optical glass lenses for years.

The recent enhancement now supports also complex lens

geometries to project the USP of your dedicated brand.

Docter Optics, the international market and technology leader

for aspheres, arrays and free-form lenses for projection head-

lights, can help you design the vehicles of tomorrow. Sounds

interesting? If so, contact us today.

www.docteroptics.com

Free-form lenses from Docter Optics give

creative freedom – for LED, HID or halogen headlights.

Automotive-Designers

Turning Ideas into Components
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connecting-rod bearing from 18.5 mm

to 14.5 mm, resulting in a reduction in

friction of between 10 and 40%. The

bearing’s basic material, high

performance brass, has been retained

and an optimised sputtered overlay

used to counteract seizure.

Gleitlager is also showing an

optimised crankshaft that cuts oil flow

rates by up to 40%. The upper main

bearings, assembled in the engine

block side, are all grooved and oil

from the grooves flows into the

crankshaft bore and on to the

connecting rods.

The new crankshaft bearing

prohibits the effect of oil leak with

symmetrical grooves, with an angle of

150°. As a consequence, the oil

cannot flow directly from the groove

through the bore relief in an axial

direction, but stays in place within 

the lube gap.

Fingertip controls

New technologies such as touch-

sensitive controls can play a role `

in helping achieve intuitive driver

interaction, while recreating the

experience that is now becoming

second nature to the Ipod

generation.

“For example, rather than having

a mechanical knob or slider bar to

change radio volume or climate

control settings, you can now have 

a touch-sensitive slider or knob,

activated within an electromagnetic

field from your fingertips. Grooves

can be placed where your fingers

naturally find the contours for these

controls and give tactile feedback to

the vehicle occupants,” explained

Ernst Hafner, manager, new

business development for TRW’s

body control systems division.

Beyond the actual tactile

considerations are the locations of

the various controls. 

The common approach in recent

years has been the “centre stack”

arrangement where major interior

systems such as audio and HVAC

were stacked on top of each other in

the vehicle’s centre console. TRW

has developed a technology called

an integrated electronic control

panel (IECP) that combines major

interior controls, advanced vehicle

network architectures and

telematics into a single, convenient

panel in the vehicle’s centre stack

area, such as the latest Ford Fiesta,

which features this system.

Water-cooled manifolds

Westcast Industries is developing

water-cooled exhaust manifolds to

deliver an efficient and cost-

effective exhaust waste energy

recovery system for high-volume

automotive applications.  

Utilising its design, analysis and

testing capabilities, Westcast can

offer innovative customised

solutions to increase durability and

reduce emissions, with the potential

to improve fuel economy.

Westcast’s focus is to design,

develop and produce the most

efficient, durable, and cost-effective

exhaust solutions available, such as

water-cooled manifolds.

Quieter air conditioning

TI Automotive has taken a novel

approach to reduce pressure

pulsations from air-conditioning

(A/C) systems being transmitted

into a car’s cabin.

The goal was to develop a noise

dampening element that does not

require extra packaging space or

add weight or cost, while providing

improved noise dampening, as well

as pressure drop. The solution is a

function based on the Helmholtz

principle. A dampening effect is

achieved by a certain gas volume

inside a chamber, which interacts

with the gas pulsations inside the

A/C line via a specifically designed

channel. As an extra benefit over

the traditional muffler, this element

can be tuned to dampen multiple

frequencies at the same time. 

Due to its lightweight

construction and choice of

materials, it can be easily installed

in nearly any part of an A/C line,

including inside the flexible hose. 

It not only saves packaging space,

but allows the designer to route the

A/C lines in a more flexible way.

WiPower for cars?

Gill Industries is introducing its

WiPower technology to provide for

wireless charging in the vehicle. Just

as Wi-Fi revolutionised the way

people use consumer electronics,

September 2010

TRW’s IECP technology can
revolutionise centre consol design

Different crankshaft bearing groove
dimensions

TI Automotive’s novel use of the
Helmholtz principle reduces air-
conditioning pulses
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wireless power presents a major shift

in the way users will charge their

devices. Most electronic devices

now receive data wirelessly, but the

power cord continues to tether

users, especially so in the car.

The technology uses the

principles of induction to send power

over a distance, using directed and

controlled magnetic fields. To

accomplish this, the transmitter

induces an even magnetic field

above its surface, and the receiver

captures the magnetic energy and

converts it back to electrical energy.

When devices with a receiver are

placed on top of a transmitter, the

devices charge as if connected to 

a conventional power supply. 

Users can charge mobile phones,

mp3 players, head phones and other

devices by simply placing them into

the console, armrest or whatever

surface is WiPower enabled. 

Weight savings

Compared to traditional sheet metal

structures, VarioStruct offers

significant weight reduction of 25-

40%, increased structural

performance, cost savings, reduced

investment and the potential to

integrate parts when assembling

vehicle bodies.  

VarioStruct consists of

conventional or high strength,

normally coated deep drawn metal

sheets in steel or aluminium, plus a

thin-walled light metal structure in

aluminium or magnesium casting

alloy that is moulded or coated.

Connecting the cast material with

the sheet inlay is effected by a 

form or force-locked technique, as

well as with an intermetallic

connecting layer. 

VarioStruct is ideally used where

high stability requirements and high

energy adsorption is required. It can

reach its full potential in particular in

structural attachments and fixtures,

in body-in-white construction and in

the chassis, such as cross members

and seat structures.

September 2010
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Polyurethane – one of the most versatile materials of our time. Even 

in the most difficult application areas it guarantees an enormous 

freedom of design, in every detail accurate display, an outstanding 

image of the surface and contours and also an exceptional haptic 

and especially matt visual effects. Elastoskin® and Elastollan® for 

instrument panels and the centre consoles. 

BASF Polyurethanes. Everything else is standard.

More freedom of design.

Further information about Elastoskin: manfred.michl@basf.com, Elastollan: stefan.arenz@basf.com, 

www.pu.basf.de/surfaces 
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Driving
change

G
KN Driveline is generally

acknowledged as the

world’s number one

supplier of driveshafts to

the automotive sector. Employing

some 18,000 people in 40 locations,

in 30 countries, it annually delivers

about 45 million driveshafts (2009

figures) and other drive train

components to the industry.

With a current engineering

workforce of around 750 – expected

to grow to approximately 820 in 2011

– the company’s global engineering

director Robert (Rob) Rickell is in an

ideal position to observe what is

happening to the world’s motor

industry and the seismic changes it is

undergoing. Although headquartered

in Lohmar, Germany, GKN has

engineering teams around the world

to service its clients, as he explains: 

World growth

“In China, we currently have 20 global

engineers and are looking at

increasing that considerably to 50-60

in the near future. In Japan, which

also supports the Asia region, we

have 150 engineers; in Detroit,

there’s100 engineers, with a further

25 in Mexico; and, in Brazil, we’re

increasing from 25 this year, going up

to 30 in 2011.”

Europe and North America aren’t

being forgotten, says Rickell, adding

that there will be some recruitment 

in both areas, mainly to meet the

growing needs of OEMs developing

electric vehicles (EVs) and hybrids.

This recruitment surge reflects

what is happening on the larger stage

with not only the European, North

American and Japanese OEMs

targeting the BRIC nations of Brazil,

Russia, India and China for

expanding sales, but also the

indigenous manufacturers looking to

grow sales beyond domestic

markets, “Clearly, we’re growing year

on year in Brazil, India and China,

and the other country we’re

particularly looking at is Russia,” he

adds. “It’s part of the BRIC nations

and, whilst the market has suffered a

lot through recession, it will come

back. We’re looking at both

manufacturing and having

engineering development there as

well; it has huge potential.”

Although reluctant to detail global

markets, Rickell confirms that, in

terms of overall standings, Europe is

still its number one market ahead of

Asia-Pacific, which has relegated

North America to third, with South

America fourth. And, although he

wouldn’t predict when, Europe – in

the not too distant future – will cede

top place to Asia-Pacific, he adds.

Localised needs

Leading-edge developments, such as

that required for EVs, hybrids or new

products such as GKN’s countertrack

constant velocity joint, are developed

in Lohmar, but increasingly, says

Rickell, these products would then be

localised by the regional engineering

centres to suit specific requirements.

This is especially true in countries

such as India and China, as Rickell

explains: “We do have some very

clear local requirements on the

specifications, and often they’re

driven by the needs to have very

Robert Rickell, global engineering

director, GKN Driveline, talks with 

Ian Adcock about the engineering

challenges behind delivering systems 

on a worldwide basis

Robert Rickell: GKN Driveline
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simple and often a less demanding

specification, in terms of the total life

in the vehicle or NVH considerations.

“Keeping the cost down is always

going to be a challenge. But by using

specific designs and local

manufacturers, and sourcing of the

raw materials, the steels, grease and

sealing/clamps, we’re able to keep

prices down and meet those

requirements.”

The likes of Geely and Cherry in

China or India’s Tata and Maruti want

low-cost solutions right now and 

that means GKN must assume a

mentoring role to help develop the

supply chain to ensure that quality is

consistent with its own internal

standards, “We do a considerable

amount of supplier development in

those regions, particularly in China

and India,” he comments. “That’s

something we’ve always had to do,

because we’re clearly very reliant on

having good suppliers in those

countries.

Higher standard

“They are very willing to learn, as it’s

how they develop their technology

and their ability to improve quality

and supply into the global OEMs. 

By working with someone like GKN,

it helps to develop their quality

standards and systems in

manufacturing, in order to be

considered by suppliers like

ourselves and the OEMs. They have

to reach a certain standard and

they’re happy to be helped by us to

improve their quality levels.”

Rickell believes there will always

be a good argument for having local

suppliers as well and that’s

something GKN continues to

encourage. “We have a good supply

base for all our products and try as

much as possible to base that on the

regions. So we will have a good

European supply base, a good North

American one, South American,

Japanese, Chinese and Indian,

because you don’t want to be

shipping parts around the world.”

Product uniformity

It also means, he says, that GKN can

supply Toyota, for instance, with the

same product to its factories in

France, India or North America,

adding: “We’re also a global supplier

to Hyundai-Kia. One of the reasons

for GKN putting a main plant in India

was to supply them with the same

product as the rest of Asia and North

America. That’s an important strength

of GKN. Not only can we tune the

product to the local requirements,

but we can also manufacture the

same product in a number of

different countries around the world.

That’s a great strength: to be able to

validate a product once, but

manufacture and supply it from

multiple locations round the world.”

This is of growing importance for

suppliers such as GKN, as the motor

industry globalises its product

strategy. With Ford, for example,

Lohmar would lead the engineering

programme, but specific regional

demands would be engineered in

China and Brazil.

“There is a continuing

globalisation anyway,” Rickell points

out. “That’s an important point to

make, as these OEMs and even the

Chinese and Indian domestic

manufacturers want to export more

cars and become more global. Then,

quite often, those standards and

specifications are becoming more

similar throughout the world. The

general trend is that it will gradually

become more and more of a global

standard; less differentiated.”

We don’t want a drawn-out supply

chain. It’s good to have suppliers who

are reasonably local in the countries

and regions you’re involved in.”

For further information on technology

and suppliers visit

www.automotivedesign.eu.com

An example of GKN’s global stretch is the new Dacia Duster soft-roader’s

all-wheel drive system (above). Jointly developed by GKN in Germany and

France, the Renault-Nissan alliance wanted low-cost, all-wheel drive for its

economy brand, but one that could still be used in wider applications.

“We had lots of upfront meetings with Renault to develop not just the

technical requirements, but also target price, target manufacturing costs,

and how much of the bill of materials and components would be sourced

locally,” says GKN’s Rob Rickell.

GKN, which supplies the complete all-wheel drive system, also

developed the software that controls the centre differential that proportions

the torque front to rear, as Rickell explains “We kept the hardware as

simple as possible and reduced the number of sensors as well, so there

aren’t, for example, any accelerometers. Instead, we developed clever

software that effectively makes the available ABS sensors multi-task to

give the Duster its four-wheel drive capability.”

Global stretch
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T
o consumers, they’re the

small and brightly

coloured screens in their

laptops, mobile ‘phones

and TomTom navigation

systems. However, due to prohibitive

cost, problems with quality and

reliability standards – the automotive

environment is problematic, in terms

of the necessary temperature

performance to ensure they keep

working in all weathers – plus the

need to incorporate graphic

accelerators and additional SDRAM

memory, we’ve seen limited use of

TFT (thin film transistor) screens as

original equipment in cars.

Until now, that is. Because TFT

screens – mainly used in navigation,

infotainment and driver-information

systems, and even rear-view-camera

displays, often as expensive options

in high end vehicles – are gaining

momentum in the mainstream

automotive market, as the

technology becomes more

affordable. 

Several trends have led to a

dramatic rise in the number of TFT

displays used in cars. First,

consumers are beginning to move 

to smaller and more fuel-efficient

vehicles, yet they still want to take

the trappings of larger and more

expensive vehicles – the kind of

technology that is driving TFT use –

with them. Secondly, drivers

increasingly want more and more

information about the vehicles they

are driving and the environment

around them. This increasing

information requirement is being

driven by the rise of on-board

infotainment systems, feedback from

active safety systems and the

increasingly complex demands of

modern day telecommunications and

connectivity, such as the internet. 

Thirdly, TFT display technology is

moving into the kind of interior real

estate that has been sacrosanct up

until now and is beginning to find a

second home away from the central

instrument panel (IP) and within the

main instrument cluster area. It’s an

unprecedented move.

It’s also something that many

people didn’t expect to see,

particularly in the new Jaguar XJ.

Inside the XJ, a 12-inch, high-

definition TFT screen – supplied by

Visteon – is used for the main driver

interface. The display replaces

functions that have traditionally been

performed by analogue dials. The

effect, when one first drives the new

XJ, is dramatic.

The advantage of Jaguar’s

‘virtual’ instrument cluster is that 

it’s capable of providing additional

functions that a traditional analogue

display couldn’t do. Rather than

being limited just to the conventional

information of vehicle speed,

tachometer, fuel levels, temperature

and so on, the cluster is also a

display area for the car’s multimedia

and infotainment systems, driver

assistance systems and even

navigation map. This

reconfigurability is TFT’s primary

advantage, because, as in the case

of the XJ, different information can

be displayed at different times.

“At the moment, in the XJ, the

amount of reconfigurability is very

small,” says Jay Patel, product

segment leader, driver information

systems and multifunctional

displays, Visteon. “It’s actually very

difficult to be the first to develop

such a cluster, because it’s really a

blank canvas and the temptation is

to make full use of it, to make

everything fully reconfigurable. But

that’s a really big step.”

Other advantages include the

freedom that designers have, by way

of the 3D graphical presentation of

information when it comes to design

Coming of age
Thin film transistor

screens are making the

transition to instrument

displays, as Ryan

Borroff reports
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aesthetics and creating a unique

user experience from a brand

perspective. Such technology allows

flexibility when dealing with the

actual content included within

displays. These can be configured

differently, using the same basic

components across different

platforms, providing numerous

design options. It also means that

the display experienced by the end

user can be adaptive – and

ultimately even personalised for

individual needs.

“An advantage is that the

technology offers the ability to focus

on specific user needs,” explains

Guido Meier-Arendt, principal

technical expert for Human Machine

Interface, Continental. “When you

think about using a car within a

family, there are normally different

interests and driving styles. Younger

drivers may prefer a more sporty

orientated driving style, while their

parents may require a more eco-

oriented driving style. 

“We believe it could be

worthwhile to provide different skins,

in order to perform the different

driving styles or driving tasks.”

Changing a ‘skin’ of a TFT

display, in the same way that you

might choose to personalise your

Google Chrome browser on your PC,

is not at all far-fetched. Meier-Arendt

claims that such a degree of

personalisation is possible – even

considering safety restrictions – if

suppliers such as Continental

provide OEMs with building blocks

within a framework from which such

systems can be constructed. This

should ensure that “basic ergonomic

issues like character size, contrast

ratio and timing of information, etc,

are dealt with effectively,” he says.

But the challenge remains the

same: how best to manage

information, when it comes to the

delivery of both the graphics content

and the displayed information, in a

manner that is functional, attractive,

logical, legible, timely and, ultimately,

safe. According to Continental, some

drivers are already struggling to

process the amount of information

they are supplied with and data

volumes are only going to increase.

“If you think about the numerous

opportunities available for freely

programmable instrument clusters,

in terms of information content,”

explains Meier-Arendt, “then the

challenge is in information filtering.

How to order, even reduce, the

amount of information available and

adapt the nature of the information

required for any given moment in 

a number of different driving

situations.”

Possible solutions

For now, suppliers and OEMs are

busy looking for answers on how to

prioritise such information securely.

Continental’s recent ‘Simplify your

Drive’ and Visteon C-Beyond

concepts both offered possible

solutions to some of the challenges

that such HMI design is facing.

“Because of these challenges, in

terms of mental processing

engineers will have to be careful

when and how they present such

information to drivers,” he points

out. “We need to focus on the end

user and have a user-centred design

approach where ergonomic

“An advantage is that the technology offers the

ability to focus on specific user needs,” explains

Guido Meier-Arendt, principal technical expert

for Human Machine Interface, Continental.
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Continental’s TFT display shows three options: eco, sport and comfort
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specialists, psychologists and

designers are all on board to really

understand user needs by talking to

end users.”

And in the future? High-

resolution colour TFT displays may

yet take over the entire instrument

cluster and become the headline act

for all key information. Large

reconfigurable TFT displays will offer

more display room and more flexible

functionality. The recent Mercedes-

Benz SLS AMG E-Cell idea may yet

be an accurate indicator of the way

this technology will grow. In the

future, cheaper and larger screens

may see such displays increase in

size. In the E-Cell concept, almost

the entire centre stack has a 25cm

touchscreen, so that the usual array

of HVAC and audio switchgear is

consigned to history.

Ultimately, the future of TFT

screens may yet be dictated by the

consumer. Visteon undertook

research as part of its C-Beyond

concept and discovered that some

people just didn’t trust certain

information via a TFT display. With

C-Beyond, Visteon explored a

combination of analogue and TFT

displays, and consumer impressions

of them. The supplier discovered

that consumers preferred certain

functions to be performed by

analogue gauges, as they found

them to be more reassuring.

“There’s a strong feeling that, to

satisfy both markets, we may need

to have a TFT, as well as some

analogue-type indication,” explains

Visteon’s Patel. “Imagine a circular

TFT incorporated into an analogue

cluster. There’s a big trend towards

trying to hybridise a purely TFT-

based cluster with retro pointers.

Technically, the challenge is to find 

a solution that doesn’t add too 

much weight.”

To some consumers then,

analogue is classy and sophisticated

in an increasingly digital world – not

unlike in the watch market – which

means brands such as Jaguar

should tread lightly. Rather than the

XJ spearheading a fundamental shift

in driver information displays, the

future may yet judge it as more of an

anomaly, even a folly, representing 

a step too far for conservative

customers who associated TFT

screens with the ubiquitous mobile

‘phone and their often negative

experiences of these.

September 2010

For further information 

on technology and suppliers visit

www.automotivedesign.eu.com

Interior displays

Continental’s ‘Simplify your Drive’, too complex for some?

Mercedes-Benz
SLS AMG E-Cell
features a 25cms
centre stack TFT
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ahead into the future.

move

 Time for automotive. Time for the future.

Electronics is moving, especially when it comes to the topics of energy effi ciency and 

e-Mobility. Visit electronica automotive, the international industry gathering for the 

automotive-electronics sector with the electronica automotive conference and the 

automotive Forum.

Parallel event: hybridica. Trade fair for hybrid-component production. www.hybridica.de

 get the whole picture

Power electronicse-Mobility Power supplies Communications ConferenceForumSecurity

24th International Trade Fair

New Munich Trade Fair Centre 

09–12 November 2010

electronica automotive conference

Strategy + Technology + Networking:

www.electronica.de/automotive

electronica 2010
automotive

www.electronica.de/automotive
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www.ixetic.com

More driving range for E-Vehicles
thanks to our innovative Heating and Cooling Module

NEW!

• Environmental Friendly R744

• High Effi ciency 

• Water Interface 

• Heat Pump (no electrical 
heater needed)

• Easy Implementation

• Maintenance Free

Nominal Voltage 300V DC

Performance Control Range 7–100%

Heating-/Cooling Capacity up to 10 kw

Weight 10 kg

Dimensions 360 x 180 x 260 mm (L x W x H)

Lubrication integrated oil management

 with oil seperator

Integrated BLDC motor with electrical control system, interface: CAN
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2011Zulieferer Innovativ
The 13th International Automotive Suppliers Congress with exhibition for the automotive industry

Save the date: Audi Forum Ingolstadt, July 6, 2011

www.bayern-innovativ.de/zulieferer2011en
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We speak to Prof Gordon
 Murray, the man behind the 

T25 microcar and iStream system

60 second interview
Professor Gordon, CEO and technical director, 

Gordon Murray Design
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P
rofessor Gordon Murray recently unveiled his T25 microcar – a vehicle that the

renowned engineer, responsible for the McLaren F1

supercar, has long dreamed of making. It’s a versatile

and safe three-seater that extracts maximum ability and fun

from the very minimum energy and parts count.

But perhaps more significant than the car itself is the

manufacturing system around which it has been designed. Murray

calls this system ‘iStream’, and says an iStream car could be any

size and layout, but will have crucial advantages in the era of

downsized powertrains. ‘We can take 25% off the weight of

anything, for the same safety,’ he maintains.

The main frame is of simple bent steel beams. “There are no

major stampings, just brackets and strut tops,” he explains. The

other structural material is the composite energy-absorbing

floor, which his company has developed itself. “There’s no carbon. It’s glass

reinforced, using random and directional fibres, as needed, for crush load, NVH, and

torsion and bending stiffness. It’s heated in a low

pressure press and has a two-minute cycle time.” The

outer panels are pre-painted or self-coloured

plastics, bolted on late in the assembly process.

“So a 100,000-unit plant would not have a single

press, or paint shop or robot welding line,” Murray

says. It’s also very flexible. “To change the frame for

a new powertrain, it’s 80% software and 20% fixtures.

With hybrid, petrol, diesel a
nd EV powertrains, it’s

becoming hard to predict the volume of a new niche car.”

The T25 uses a three-cylinder 660cc Mitsubishi 38kW engine and AMT, all mounted

between the rear wheels. It weighs just 575kg. A single forward-hinging clamshell door

gives onto a central driving seat, with two folding rear seats staggere
d back on either

side. Murray is also working with Zytek to develop an electric version, the T27.

But he admits the T25 might never be built. “The T25 is a working model to show

people iStream,” he explains. Of his company, Gordon Murray Design, he says: ‘”Our

core business model is IP. We have masses of trademarks and patents on iStream. We

also have a global manufacturing partner,” whom he declines to name.

No deals have been done as yet, but he says he’s had 31 serious enquires about the

process. Many of those interested wouldn’t just take out a licence on the process, but

would also use his company to design and develop the vehicle. “Of the enquiries, eight

have been OEMs and the other 23 are a fascinating mixture of engineering companies,

retailers and brands. Mostly, it’s companies wanting to expand into the automotive

business, because they realise it’s changing so fast.” 

Here he stresses the c
ore of the iStream system’s appeal: “The cost of entry is

very low.” Expect to hear a good deal 
more about this new contender in the months ahead.

A 100,000-unit 

plant would not have

a single press, or

paint shop or robot

welding line
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A three-dimensional manikin that provides the physical representation of driver H-points, the H-Point Machine 
(HPM) is used to defi ne and measure vehicle seating accommodations. Offering a defl ected seat rather than a 
free seat contour as a reference for defi ning seat space, it is a vital tool in the design of interior packages.

Available through SAE International, the HPM is used in conjunction with SAE Standard J826 and is currently 
referenced in various federal and international regulations including NHTSA’s FMVSS in the US and ISO 
standards.  Utilized in testing for compliance to such regulations involving impact/crash, head restraint, or vision, 
it is the required safety certifi cation tool for vehicle production in many countries around the world.  Additionally, 
those who need to locate seating reference points and torso angles as reported by manufacturers employ the 
SAE H-Point Machine.

And for advance design and research applications, the HPM-II is available, which includes reformed shells for a 
consistent and reliable fi t in bucket seats, an articulating back for lumbar support measurement, and the ability to 
measure the H-point without using legs resulting in simpler installation.

P101019

Improve interior package design, increase 
vehicle safety, and ensure international 
compliance with the SAE H-Point Machine 

Contact: 

SAE International Customer Service Phone:  
1-877-606-7323 (U.S. and Canada only);  
1-724-776-4970 (outside U.S. and Canada) 
Email: CustomerService @sae.org

NHTSA’s head restraint regulation goes 
fully into effect this year.    That means, in 
the US and Canada, front—and now rear 
seats—must meet FMVSS 202a.  NHTSA 
is also encouraging the EU and UN ECE 
to adopt similar regulations.  

To meet FMVS 202a, a head restraint measuring device is attached to the 
SAE HPM.  It is recommended in revised SAE Standard J826 Nov 2008 that 
a separate and unique HPM and HMPD for head assessment be used to 
eliminate any measurement variability that the HRMD may introduce. 

Ensure North American compliance and be prepared for changes 
in EU/UN ECE regulations.  Consider a second, dedicated SAE 
HPM—one for conventional HPM measurements and one for head 
restraint assessments. 

View video at 

store.sae.org/ea/hpoint.htm

Is one SAE HPM enough?
If your company tests and certifi es 
to FMVSS 202a, it might not be.
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OPENING UP NEW HORIZONS

Although perhaps still best known for its 176 Formula One race

wins, plus victories in most other forms of motorsport, Cosworth is

employing its expertise in high performance powertrain engineering

to provide solutions for automotive customers that draw on the

central ideas of going faster and farther with lower emissions   52
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“C
osworth today isn’t

the company that

many people

expect it to be. It

has become a very

diversified business, employing both

mechanical and electronic engineering

capabilities to provide technologies for

its customers in the automotive,

aerospace and defence, and sports

industries, as well as developing clean

technologies and an aftermarket

division,” explains Anthony Blackwell.

Clearly, Cosworth’s unparalleled

motorsport heritage endows it with an

excellent understanding of how to

deliver improved performance, in

terms of developing new and

upgrading existing engines. However,

as Blackwell notes, the trend amongst

automotive OEMs of downsizing to

smaller capacity engines, allied to

direct injection and turbocharging, to

addresstackle emissions and

efficiency is one that Cosworth is able

to address in a novel manner. 

“If we look at what’s available, in

terms of power density and efficiency,

then you can get an idea of the scope

for improvement and the potential for

the future,” adds Blackwell. “For

example, our top end motorsport

range is designed from first principles

for Formula One and delivers well in

excess of 224kW/litre, at a time when

you would struggle to find many road

cars that climb above 74kW/litre.” 

The move towards lower capacity,

pressure charged – and, in some

cases, higher revving – production

engines is an area where Cosworth

believes its skills are particularly

relevant. “In high speed engines,

friction becomes increasingly

significant, so it becomes a priority to

reduce this.” The techniques to reduce

friction and control high speed

dynamic systems are particularly

relevant , and put to the test when

developing valve train systems

intended to operate at 20,000rpm. 

Cosworth is also well versed in

pressure-charged solutions. Not only

is a wealth of turbocharged engine

design drawn upon, but Blackwell

refers to a bespoke supercharger

development project required to

remain within the same packaging

constraints as the original naturally

aspirated engine.

As OEMs continue to strive for

ever increasing vehicle efficiency, with

a reduction in fuel consumption and

improved emissions, Cosworth is able

to apply technology and an expertise

that has been fine-tuned within

motorsport; indeed, techniques for

extensive light weighting that were

once seen as something within the

sole domain of high end motorsport

increasingly have main-stream

application. As Blackwell explains:

“The use of design processes and

materials is key in reducing weight and

maximising efficiency, and Cosworth is

adept at developing structures such as

cylinder block, pistons, cranks and

head designs in sometimes unique

and original ways.”

Performance hybrids are seen as a

“very important growth area for

Cosworth,” he addssays Blackwell.

“We believe there’s a big overlap

between our capabilities and the need

for very compact, power dense

engines, such as those used for range

extenders in hybrids; and that’s clearly

an area we are keen to promote and

develop. To make these range

extender engines truly efficient, they

have to be a clean sheet design and

Cosworth’s ability to go from a clean

Opening up  
Although perhaps still best

known for its 176

Formula One race wins,

plus victories in most

other forms of

motorsport, Cosworth is

employing its expertise in

high performance

powertrain engineering to

provide solutions for

automotive customers that

draw on the central ideas

of going faster and farther

with lower emissions.

Anthony Blackwell,

business development

executive at Cosworth,

provides an insight into

the road ahead

September 2010

About Cosworth
The Cosworth Group of companies provides

high performance technologies to a diverse

range of global industries, including

automotive, aerospace and defence, energy

generation and sports. The Cosworth Group is

headquartered in Northampton, UK, and

operates additional facilities in the UK, North

America and India to leverage its unique

combination of advanced technologies,

mechanical and electronic engineering

expertise and globally recognised brand to

deliver performance solutions. Cosworth can

be found on the Internet at:

www.cosworth.com

Anthony Blackwell: Business development executive, Cosworth
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sheet to a working prototype, in a

massively reduced timescale, can be a

great benefit to OEMs;, especially if we

apply some of the high end motorsport

technologies to develop an extremely

power dense, bespoke solution.”

Cosworth’s electronics expertise

also plays a part in providing “more

from less”, as one of the very few

independent engine manufacturers

with the in-house capability to develop

the complex and precise engine

controller electronics required to drive

direct injection of gasoline engines –

an increasingly common ingredient in

the recipe for ingreatercrease d

efficiency.

Converting what is perceived as

the “money no object” competition

technologies to more mainstream

applications might have once been

considered too difficult to achieve, but

Cosworth has already enjoyed

success with a number of OEMs. One

– Aston Martin – has acknowledged

the work that Cosworth did on

developing the bored and stroked 7.3-

litre version of its V12 for the limited

edition One-77 supercar; claimed to

be the world’s most powerful naturally

aspirated road car engine. 

With its plasma sprayed bores, dry

sump and new throttle system, the

engine is some 20%, 60 kgs, lighter

than the base V12. Despite producing

559kW, nearly 50% more than the

base engine, and over 700Nm, it still

achieves Euro5 emission levels.

“If we look to the mainstream

OEMs, we recognise that our strengths

are very much in providing rapid

solutions, improved performance and

supporting the downsizing trend,”

Blackwell points out. “With our own

onsite manufacturing facility, capable

of producing almost all major engine

components, Cosworth can provide

prototype or demonstration engines,

as well as low volume supply, to

hundreds a year, or OEM special

editions. Indeed, some of our most

successful projects have started with a

short demonstrator development

programme to show just what the

existing engine is capable of. We’re

finding that motorsport- derived

technology is becoming increasingly

applicable to the mainstream markets.”

“Niche OEMs and bespoke or

emerging vehicle manufacturers are

another important area for Cosworth.

The reasons to choose Cosworth vary

greatly. I, in some instances, it may be

for the support of a performance

brand or brand partner to promote

their vehicle;, in others, the link to a

motorsport heritage may fit within their

intended market;, and, to some, it is

purely a decision based upon

technical ability and expertise.”

Cosworth is now working with a

number of niche manufacturers,

developing their powertrain solutions.

As Blackwell explains, Cosworth has

taken responsibility for providing the

complete powertrain. “The

manufacturer provides a rolling

chassis or CAD models and Cosworth

does the rest, whether that’s derived

from a Cosworth-based engine, a

bespoke design or an OEM engine

development. Then, pairing that up to

various transmission systems,

Cosworth can wrap up the complete

project to provide a solution that has

the engine, ECU, gearbox and gearbox

controller as a ‘crate engine supply’,

produced at low annual volumes.”

Limited edition

Blackwell describes the recently

announced, limited edition (75 only)

Cosworth Impreza as “a post-

registration kit, where we’ve had to

take into account warranty, legislation,

and work with the UK importers to

specify the entire vehicle package and

ensure it’s acceptable for both the

OEM and our own requirements.”

Motorsport is mistakenly often

allied to durability – or rather the lack

of it. “The fact is that we’ve run many

an engine to OEM durability

standards, not just the One-77. The

plain truth is that motorsport engines

are designed to give 100% for a given

life and we have developed a very

good understanding of where that

breaking point is. A good example has

been shown through our need to meet

the changes in Formula One

regulations between 2006, Cosworth’s

last entry, and 2010. We had a matter

of months to develop an engine

capable of lasting twice as long, whilst

increasing power and meeting fuel

consumption targets. That proves

what Cosworth can do.”

A good example was the 2009 -

2010 seasons’ change in Formula One

regulations. We had a matter of

months to develop an engine capable

of lasting twice as long, whilst

increasing power and meeting fuel

consumption targets. That proves

what Cosworth can do.”

“Our strengths are very much in providing rapid

solutions, as well as our understanding of

improving performance”

September 2010

 new horizons

POWERTRAIN

web: www.cosworth.com • tel: + 44 (0)1604 598300
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P
redicting the future is not

easy. But original equipment

manufacturers, lubricant

marketers and additive

suppliers can all agree that

three factors – legislation on emission

requirements, increased demand for

improved fuel economy and the need for

enhanced durability – will continue to

drive the lubricant market for the next

several years. More than ever before,

equipment design, hardware and

lubricants need to work together to

deliver the level of performance

expected from today’s vehicles. 

Evolving role of additive supplier

Additive suppliers play a unique role in

this equation, making significant

contributions up and down the value

chain to support continued advances in

the lubricant industry. OEMs and

lubricant marketers rely on us for insight

into the future direction and needs of the

marketplace. As additive suppliers, we

must understand both the chemistry and

the application, in order to formulate, test

and certify new products that meet a

range of customer needs. By engaging in

collaborative design efforts with OEMs

and lubricant marketers, we develop

solutions for tomorrow’s complex

lubricant and equipment challenges. 

What lies ahead? 

OEMs are responding to global

emissions and fuel economy legislation

designed to reduce potentially harmful

vehicle exhaust emissions in both

commercial vehicles and passenger cars.

This presents additive manufacturers

with numerous and concurrent lubricant

challenges and equipment initiatives. 

A shortlist of just some of these

challenges, from one additive

manufacturer’s perspective, includes:

Complexity of multiple base oils

All lubricants consist of base oil and

additives. Combining these elements to

deliver optimum fuel economy, along

with increased durability, is both an art

and a science. Consider a litre of oil. Up

to 10% by volume consists of the

additive package, composed of

detergents, dispersants, anti-oxidants,

anti-foam and anti-wear agents and

additional components. Also included is

the viscosity modifier (VM), an

increasingly important ingredient for

efficient operation. VM content can be

up to an additional 10% of the total

lubricant volume, although the quantity

can go higher in automatic transmission

fluids and can reach as high as 50% in

tougher duty axle lubricants. The rest of

the litre is composed of either synthetic

or mineral base oil. The base oil arena is

also growing more complex, as a result

of the demand for lighter grade viscosity

oils, which is moving the market toward

higher quality Group II/III base oil stocks.

Significant resources, in terms of time

and money, will be needed to

understand the effect of additives on

these base oils and to adjust

formulations where necessary.

The current and future stage is set to

require new additive formulations –

products that will need to be tested

under all types of conditions and, in

multiple base oils.

Testing for real world performance

The central role of the additive supplier is

to develop new formulations for engine

oils, transmission fluids and other

lubricants. To be successful, those

formulations need to be based on real

world needs. Continuous liaison between

additive suppliers, oil marketers, OEMs

and regulatory authorities is essential to

determine what the requirements and

The challenge for  
Additive manufacturers

play a key role in the

lubricants industry. 

They work closely with

OEMs and lube marketers

to ensure automotive

lubricants continue

enabling advancements in

equipment technologies

September 2010

Phil Shore: vice president testing, The Lubrizol Corporation

About Lubrizol
The Lubrizol Corporation (NYSE: LZ) is an

innovative specialty chemical company that

produces and supplies technologies to

customers in the global transportation,

industrial and consumer markets. These

technologies include lubricant additives for

engine oils, other transportation-related fluids

and industrial lubricants, as well as fuel

additives for gasoline and diesel fuel. 

In addition, Lubrizol makes ingredients and

additives for personal care products and

pharmaceuticals; specialty materials, including

plastics technology and performance coatings

in the form of specialty resins and additives.

Lubrizol’s industry-leading technologies in

additives, ingredients and compounds enhance

the quality, performance and value of

customers’ products, while reducing their

environmental impact. 

With headquarters in Wickliffe, Ohio, The

Lubrizol Corporation owns and operates

manufacturing facilities in 17 countries, as

well as sales and technical offices around the

world. Founded in 1928, Lubrizol has

approximately 6,750 employees worldwide.

Revenues for 2009 were $4.6 billion. For more

information, visit www.lubrizol.com.
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challenges are, and where problems are

likely to be encountered.

Once the province of lubricant

marketers, complex and expensive

testing now often falls to the additive

companies, working in collaboration with

OEMs and the lube marketers. This

requires additive companies to make a

substantial investment in testing

equipment and services. 

Mechanical testing ensures that

performance of the new formulations is

tested at every link in the powertrain

chain – from the fuels and the engine to

the transmissions and axles. This testing

is integral in ensuring that finished

lubricants deliver improved fuel economy

and overall efficiency, without sacrificing

durability. Predicting the impact of real-

world situations requires both the latest

in-house testing and stringent field

testing, often in association with OEMs.

This combination of mechanical testing

and field testing provides value-added

performance data that customers can

rely on to support their claims when

going to market. 

As lubricant technology pushes

beyond current limits, testing must keep

pace, replicating the challenging

conditions likely to be encountered by

vehicles in all regions of the world. As a

result, the additives industry is making an

increasing investment in testing

capabilities.

ACEA 2008: The work continues

In December 2008, The European

Automobile Manufacturers Association

(ACEA) released the latest version of the

European Oil Sequences. ACEA 2008

represented the most significant

performance upgrade to service fill

engine requirements since the

introduction of the Sequences in 1996.

This issue of the Oil Sequences

demands higher performance from

engine oils in such areas as after-

treatment protection, fuel economy and

durability. New engine tests were

introduced and some existing engine

tests were removed from the standard.

As a result, all existing technologies and

formulations need to be re-tested to

confirm compliance with ACEA 2008.

And because ACEA 2008 was also an

upgrade in performance, it’s likely that

new formulations or even new additives

will be needed. Although the sequences

were introduced in 2008, they do not

become mandatory until December

2010, giving the industry time to prepare

for adoption.

It’s not just about engines

Reducing CO2 tailpipe emissions means

more than developing increasingly

efficient engine technologies or

downsizing to smaller vehicles. It means

optimising efficiency in every possible

area, without compromising durability in

the process. While improving engine

efficiency is important, improvements

can also extend to other parts of the

vehicle, particularly the rear axle. 

Improving axle efficiency, however,

introduces a new realm of component

and lubricant challenges – increased

operating temperature, advanced

breakdown in gears and expanded

viscosity requirement. Meeting the axle

performance challenge will require new

and improved formulations that have

been carefully researched and

exhaustively tested over a number of

years and thousands of kilometres. 

The result is reduced fuel consumption,

without compromising durability.

The game changer

Predictions are that, by 2014, 11 out of

every 100 light vehicles made in Western

Europe will feature dual clutch

technology (DCT). And it’s no wonder. As

smooth as an automatic, but as

economical as a manual, DCTs are

versatile, user-friendly and CO2 saving.

But it will require close collaboration

among additive suppliers, lubricant

marketers and OEMs if DCTs are to

reach their full potential. While work on

formulating lubricants for these

advanced transmissions is already

underway, the industry needs to ramp up

its development efforts. 

2011 and Beyond

As regulations become more stringent

and performance demands continue to

grow, additive suppliers will continue to

be integral to the industry, offering these

and other valuable services,

technologies and support that enable

OEMs to pursue cutting-edge equipment

advances. In this high-stress

environment, choosing the right additives

partner can make all the difference,

allowing you to deliver leading lubricant

solutions. Through the talent of our

people, the number of applications and

technology platforms we support, and

the size of our global manufacturing

footprint, The Lubrizol Corporation is

completely dedicated to one goal –

providing the most advanced and

forward-thinking automotive lubricant

solutions. Not only does this help our

customers succeed, it also helps prepare

the entire lubricant industry for continued

health and success.

“Mechanical testing ensures that performance is

tested at every link in the powertrain chain”

September 2010

 lubricant additives
web: www.lubrizol.com • tel: +1 440 943 4200
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P
rior to developments such
as air suspension and
adaptive damping, all the
advanced chassis talk was
about by-wire systems.

These technologies ultimately failed to
live up to their hype for a number of
reasons – cost, complexity and
reliability, to name just three – but now
the automotive industry has more faith
in the emerging sophisticated chassis
and suspension setups. 

One recent step-change in the
chassis has included a reduced
reliance on leaf-sprung systems,
caused largely by the emergence of the
more sophisticated multi-link rear
suspensions. Not only do these
suspensions offer passengers a more
comfortable ride, but they also allow
more flexibility for those behind the
wheel. Jump into a growing number of
vehicles and drivers will be faced with
a choice of modes – typically comfort,
normal and sport. The need to satisfy
the masses is increasing, as these
technologies look to be continually
refined and distinguish themselves
from each other.

Choice, it seems, is where the
priority lies and one company that
recognises this is ArvinMeritor.
Following the global financial crisis and
subsequent recession, ArvinMeritor
decided to concentrate more closely
on state-of-the-art systems, rather
than major on high-volume, low-margin
individual parts for the chassis. At
Vehicle Dynamics Expo 2010 in
Stuttgart, Jon Honig, manager of
controls and development, explained
that, beyond the work the company is
doing with air suspension and adaptive
damping systems, plenty of interest
was on the company’s control
algorithms, in some instances

customising them to complement
existing actuators for electronically
controlled suspension systems. The
company has also been leveraging its
experience of advanced systems for
the passenger car market to develop
CV and military applications.

Tenneco is another company
looking for success with the second
generation of its CES adaptive damping
system, expected to be rolled out
throughout Europe in 2013. The
automotive supplier claims CES 2 offers
improved performance – especially
when it comes to ride comfort and NVH
– from an external package identical to
the current damper, minimising the
impact on OEMs.

Tenneco, which developed the
system together with Öhlins (providers
of the servo valving), expects CES
volumes to hit one million units a year
by the time CES 2 launches. From 2014,
for the first time there will also be an
internal-valve variant, dubbed CES 3.

Recent R&D at Magneti Marelli has
focused on weight reduction, as
manufacturers look to reduce their
CO2 emissions levels. To help its
customers achieve this, the company
has unveiled a prototype ultra-light
front control arm for MacPherson strut
suspensions. The control arm has been
designed to replace a production steel
part that weighs 3.2kg. 

After studying the stress
distribution, Marelli has been able to
reach a yield point of 700MPa in its
new steel. Available in varying
thicknesses, the company says that the
replacement arm weighs in at just
1.4kg. Marelli claims it is not just the
lightest such arm in Europe, but also
the cheapest. The firm has patented
several of the techniques involved,
including the limited closing of the

Chassis systems
The use of advanced

technologies will continue

to feature heavily in the

vehicles designed and

engineered throughout

2011. Expect plenty of

innovation on their

chassis systems 

September 2010

John Challen: Contributing editor, Outlook 2011
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metal to a box section without

reinforcement, an innovation that the

company believes could be easily

adapted to other components, such as

subframes. If that weren’t enough,

further development could shave

another 0.2kg from the part, while a

hybrid carbon-fibre/steel control arm

currently in the works could drop the

mass to just 0.65kg.

BWI Group is another company

keen to make bigger strides in

advanced chassis systems throughout

2011 and beyond. Buoyed by Chinese

ownership, which gives the financial

security not available under former

owner Delphi, BWI’s technical centre in

France is very busy. Two of the latest

innovative products to emerge from the

site are the twin-channel active

stabiliser bar and third generation

MagneRide adaptive dampers, both of

which are set for their first production

applications inside two years. 

“They’re the best systems of their

kind out there and we intend to keep

them that way,” says BWI’s manager of

advanced engineering, Nick Jones. 

With the active stabiliser bar, there

is more evidence of shaving weight

from individual chassis components.

The company claims that the bar’s

unique architecture reduces system

mass by around 30%.

BWI’s technology splits the

conventional stabiliser bar in the

middle and, at the intersection of the

two roll-bar sections, a computer-

controlled actuator applies a variable

level of torque. When the vehicle is

travelling in a straight line, the system

effectively de-couples the stabiliser

bars from the vehicle, improving ride

comfort and allowing large wheel

articulation to increase off-road ability. 

The twin channel architecture links

the control of front and rear roll

stiffness to give real-time control of

the vehicle’s tendency to understeer 

or oversteer.

“Our system allows vehicle

manufacturers to adjust the front-rear

balance in real time, so that the

understeer or oversteer characteristics

are continuously optimised for the

demands of each driving situation,”

explains Olivier Raynauld, BWI’s

manager, forward engineering

controlled suspensions. “This means

that the same vehicle can be agile in

the city at low speeds, stable on the

highway at higher speeds and provide

improved stability during lane

changing by adapting to help initiate

the turn, then resisting overshoot

afterwards.”

BWI has also eliminated the

tendency of pressurised actuators to

exhibit a dead band (known as a

discontinuity) around their centre

position; an issue that otherwise

necessitates complex management.

“Existing systems control the flow of

fluid between two sides of an

actuator,” says Raynauld. “We control

the pressure difference between the

two sides and that means we avoid a

discontinuity at the central position.”

Beyond the core suspension

systems, design engineers can expect

plenty of developments in steering.

One trend being predicted by many,

including Paul Poirel, chief engineer,

Europe, at Nexteer, formally part of

GM, is a greater use of electric power

steering to larger vehicles. Having

featured throughout A-, B- and C-

segment vehicles, Poirel says that

engineers have developed the 

core electric motor to meet the

requirements of D-segment cars and

beyond. “There was a mechanical

limitation in the plastic gear that was

used previously, as well as noise

issues,” he explains. 

Now, however, longer vehicles with

longer steering ratios need the power

output of the systems to be increased,

and Poirel has options to help make

this happen. Choices include belt-

driven and dual-piston systems, both

of which, he says, have their

advantages.

Of the two, the more immediate

avenue that Nexteer and others are

exploring is dual-pinion steering. This

works like a standard rack and pinion

setup, but, instead of relying on the

single unit, there is a secondary rack

and pinion device, which offers more

flexibility to the steering and provides

more power assist to the driver. 

“This solution is more costly 

[than a single pinion setup], but there

are no packaging issues, as the

secondary pinion fits on the same

rack,” explains Poirel.

A further incentive for the

continued deployment of EPS is the

increasing number of hybrid vehicles

on the road, says the Nexteer man.

“To work most effectively, the

combustion engine in such vehicles

does not provide enough power assist

to the vehicle, so an electric option is

the best answer.”

“Now the automotive industry has more faith 

in the emerging sophisticated chassis and

suspension setups”

September 2010

with flexibility
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‘P
lastics’ are often looked

on as the poor cousins

to the more traditional

metals used throughout

the motor industry. But

Ticona’s European commercial director

Maria Ciliberti believes that is changing,

and that Ticona’s in-house expertise

can assist OEMs to provide innovative

and demanding applications in

engineering thermoplastics (ETPs).

“From our observations, a good

number of automotive design engineers

have a background in designing parts

and components in metal,” she states.

“This is where Ticona can add high

value to its customers when offering a

bundle of excellent products and

strong technical services. For Ticona,

design and CAE services are key

elements of the package offered to

customers. 

“On the one hand, either converting

a metal part to an engineering plastic

design or working on a new part

directly designed in an ETP requires

solid know-how and experience in

general material selection; and

determining the exact optimum grade

for the required combination of

mechanical load, environmental

conditions, feasibility and other

requirements, such as being free of

heavy metals, being inherent flame

retardant, etc. 

“On the other hand, the design of 

a plastic component usually varies

significantly from that of metallic parts.

For this reason, Ticona brings in strong

CAE capabilities when working with its

customers on development projects.”

A typical example of this is the oil

sump designed by Ticona’s engineers

to replace the metal one used on the

smart fortwo. A Celstran PA 6 GF 50

long-fibre reinforced thermoplastic was

chosen as the appropriate material,

with the component modelled by

Ticona through various CAD options.

Then, through CAE – ie, mould filling

and structural analysis – the part and

mould design was optimised before

prototype production. 

Minimum warpage, ensuring

effective sealing between the oil sump

flange and the engine, was one key

element for a successful development.

This could be minimised by a specific

rib structure to enhance the flange

geometry stiffness effectively. The

mould was then cut by taking into

account predicted residual deflection 

of the flange.

Other advantages of mould filling

include: identifying filling pattern, weld

and flow lines, short shots, frozen

layers and regions where holding

pressure does not come through 

and core shift problems, etc. 

But, more specifically, there is 

a strong link between a new Ticona

product and a tailored use of the filling

simulation features. Hostaform MetaLX

resin enables customers to switch

some metallic parts with attractive

surfaces to a complete plastic design

solution. These plastics parts with

metallic looking surfaces have big

weight and cost reduction potential. 

Since the surface appearance is

key for a successful replacement of the

metal design without any compromise,

Ticona does a great deal of mould

filling simulation better to predict

potential surface defects in advance.

With MOLDLOW and SIGMASOFT,

Ticona has two software packages in

use. Ticona’s CAE engineers have

accumulated know-how in analysing

relevant simulation results to identify

critical zones on the surface of a part. 

“So you see that strong and

A new  
Alternative materials 

to metals offer the

automotive industry a

wide range of solutions 

to help meet future

environmental, efficiency

and recycling challenges

September 2010

About Ticona
Ticona was founded in 1961 as a joint venture

between the Celanese Corporation of America

and Hoechst AG. It is a leading supplier of

engineering plastics; world market leader for

Hostaform/Celcon POM, GUR PE-UHMW and

Vectra LCP with sales of $915 million in 2006.

Innovation and cost-effective production 

in today’s automotive industry would not be

possible without the use of plastics. Engineering

polymers play a key role in vehicle interiors and

exteriors, as well as in powertrain and chassis,

under the hood, fuel and automotive

electric/electronic applications. 

With a well-rounded portfolio of

engineering thermoplastics, Ticona offers 

a broad range of products to fulfil the high

demands of automotive applications:

Hostaform and Celcon POM, Celanex PBT,

Impet PET, Vandar Polyester-Blends, Riteflex

COPE, Vectra LCP, Fortron PPS, Celstran LFRT, 

Compel LFRT and GUR UHMW-PE. Key issues

for automotive applications are temperature

and chemical resistance, electronic insulation,

dimensional stability, tight tolerances,

modularisation and, of course, cost and weight

savings. Here, the interaction between Ticona’s

engineering thermoplastics and the know-how

of its engineers create synergies that make

new and innovative solutions possible.

Maria Ciliberti: European commercial director, Ticona
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innovative products are coupled with

capable CAE techniques, in order to

enable our customers to be successful

with a new class of applications,”

comments Ciliberti. Although simulating

the manufacturing process is an

integral part of Ticona’s service, there

are other aspects of CAE that it can

offer, as Ciliberti explains: 

“Since many mechanically higher

loaded components are made from

glass fibre reinforced thermoplastics

like Celstran LFT, some Celanex PBT

grades or Hostaform C9021 GV 1/30,

Ticona has enhanced its CAE

capabilities to cover material anisotropy

through a so-called ‘Integrative’ or

‘Anisotropic Simulation’. By using

specific software such as DIGIMAT, 

our CAE engineers have made much

progress in predicting the structural

response of such parts.

“DIGIMAT links results from mould

filling simulation like local glass fibre

orientation in the part with the

structural analysis, and also provides

adequate anisotropic and non-linear

material modelling for the FEA of a

loadcase. By applying this technology,

the load deflection curve for a

component can be calculated, with less

deviation from reality, as, for example,

in one of our projects with ArvinMeritor

where we jointly investigated a part for

a sliding sun roof.”

Sophisticated CAE material

modelling is becoming both more

important and complex, she says.

“Some customers demand analyses

with higher effort and quality in material

modelling or they ask for adequate

data, even when they have their own

CAE capabilities.”

Even so, the modelling of

anisotropic behaviour, the description

of creep and creep rupture, visco-

elasticity and material data cards for

the simulation of high speed load cases

are expected for specific development

projects. Ticona foresees that weld and

flow lines in injection moulded parts will

be identified automatically in the near

future and handed over to structural

analysis where these specific sections

must be taken into account, with

reduced stiffness and strength.

As the motor industry has increased

its global presence, Ticona has

followed suit with a fully fledged

operation in China, offering the same

technical services and CAE support in

Asia Pacific as it does in North America

and Europe. 

In Japan, Europe and the USA,

stricter standards governing the

electrical conductivity of materials have

been drawn up. The new regulations

focus on all components that come 

into contact with flowing diesel and

gasoline. For example, the new

standard SAE J1645 of the Society of

Automobile Engineers (SAE) in the

USA, which applies to plastics in fuel

systems, specifies very low volume

resistance, with an extremely short

discharge interval, so that voltage is

instantly dissipated. Also, to comply

with this stricter standard, the materials

must retain the same mechanical

properties and fuel resistance as the

polymers previously used. Ticona

developed Hostaform EC140XF, an

innovative carbon-black filled POM, 

to meet that specific SAE standard. 

Since modern petrol and diesel 

fuel systems operate at much higher

pressures and flow rates, charge

separation in the flowing fuel can 

cause plastic components to become

electrostatically charged, the

consequence of which could prove

disastrous. 

A special modification to Hostaform

EC140XF’s polyacetal promotes good

electrical conductivity, eliminating the

possibility of jump sparks. To take

account of the increased temperature

requirements for diesel engines, the

new Hostaform EC140XF grade also

incorporates a special hot diesel

stabiliser system, with no loss of

mechanical properties.

Emissions from vehicle interior trim

materials is of growing concern to the

automotive industry and representative

bodies such as Germany’s Verband der

Automobilindustrie (VDA) and the

Japanese Automobile Manufacturers

Association (JAMA) are setting their

own standards, although these have

yet to be formally legislated.

With its second generation

Hostaform XAP grades, Ticona is

setting high standards, with emissions

of less than 5 ppm (parts per million).

This means they are not only much

lower than the stringent standards of

the European automotive industry, but

also comply with the requirements of

Asian manufacturers. The emission

values of ‘natural’ material or melt-

coloured polyoxymethylene copolymer

(POM) are even less than 3 ppm.

Second-generation XAP grades also 

fall below the VDA’s self-imposed 

guide limits by at least 50%.

“For this reason, Ticona brings in strong CAE

capabilities when working with its customers on

development projects.”

September 2010

 material age
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I
f you’re fortunate enough to

enjoy that ‘new car’ feeling on a

fairly regular basis – say, every

four years or so – you can’t help

but be aware of the increased

level of driver safety and passenger

comfort that modern cars offer.

Coupled with this are the less obvious

advancements taking place ‘under the

hood’, in creating cleaner engines.

These three areas represent a big

opportunity for semiconductor vendors,

as they are enabled by developments in

embedded electronic engineering.  

Despite what may feel like an

increased rate of development, the

automotive cycle still works to a fairly

fixed timescale; new models are

introduced every six to seven years,

while development begins perhaps

three years before the release date.

This gives semiconductor

manufacturers some comfort in an

industry that is otherwise driven by

ever decreasing time-to and time-in-

market cycles. However, influences

from the consumer sector are now

beginning to impinge on the

automotive supply chain at every level. 

The car has, in the past,

represented what is essentially a

closed system. From an electronic

engineering point of view, this is the

perfect scenario for developing

devices that work reliably and

efficiently together; systemically.

Today, the trend is to open this system,

with the introduction of consumer-led

features commonly referred to as ‘In-

Vehicle Infotainment’ (IVI). 

While this introduces as many

challenges as opportunities throughout

the supply chain, it isn’t the only area

where semiconductor and software

suppliers from the embedded

electronics sector are taking a more

active role. Analog Devices, for

example, has been supplying

automotive grade components for

many years, but has only recently set

up a dedicated team for European

automotive customers. Uwe

Broeckelmann, Analog Devices’

director of field applications for the

European automotive team, believes

that OEMs, Tier 1s and Tier 2

customers now need more

development support from

semiconductor providers. 

Greener, safer

The use of integrated sensors and

digital signal processing is increasing

in the car; from adaptive acoustic

control, to ride stabilisation, to airbag

deployment. The control of CO2

emissions is another area where

sensors are playing a part.

Broeckelmann estimates that it will be

another 10 years before the transition

to fully electric drive train is complete

and hybrid technology is the

predominant technology. In the interim,

car manufacturers are developing

start/stop technologies and energy

recovery systems that will help lower

the emissions of traditional engines.

One of the challenges manufacturers

face here is monitoring the battery, in

order to know it can deliver enough

power to restart the engine, while

ensuring the battery has enough free

capacity to make use of any energy

recovered under braking. This

demands additional sensors and ECUs

that can monitor and control the

battery’s charge/discharge cycles

intelligently. 

Another significant change in

recent years is the use of cameras.

Over the last four years, manufacturers

have introduced cameras to increase

Greener, safer,
Cars of today have never

offered greater comfort

or as much protection,

both for us and the

environment. Is it a trend

that can continue? 

September 2010

Philip Ling: Contributing editor, Outlook 2011
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driver awareness – both in displaying

rear-facing camera feeds in the car and

using cameras to detect when a car

strays from its lane. Adaptive cruise

control systems will also make more

use of cameras in the near future. This

increased use of sensors and cameras

creates an enormous amount of digital

data that needs to be processed in real

time, using complex algorithms; which,

in turn, is driving up the use of digital

signal processors in the car. Many

OEMs, Tier 1 and Tier 2 suppliers now

rely more heavily on semiconductor

vendors for the expertise needed to

develop these systems. 

IVI challenges

Perhaps the biggest mid-term

challenge facing the automotive supply

chain is the convergence between

consumer-like services and the car.

While it may appear simple to interface

a smart phone to the in-car, hands-free

system, the ambition is to go beyond

this to a system that allows more

extensive integration. The car will

become an even more prominent

extension of our lives, representing

another ‘mobile device’ that allows us

to access our date online from

anywhere, at any time. 

The Linux Foundation recently

announced that the GENIVI Alliance

had adopted MeeGO for its next IVI

platform. MeeGo is an open source,

Linux-based operating system that

ostensibly competes with the likes of

Android in the smart phone space. Its

use in an IVI application is indicative of

the way consumers are expected to

demand a ‘smart phone’ style

experience from cars in the future. 

According to Broeckelmann,

alliances such as GENIVI and Autosar

will be more important in tackling

complexity in the future. Although the

use of standards may make it more

difficult in the short term to develop

bespoke systems, it is anticipated the

approach will deliver. However, there

are also concerns over how to maintain

differentiation when using standards,

which will demand a level of ‘co-

opetition’ from member companies. 

Developing a head unit for a car

takes a significant amount of time;

much longer than the equivalent time

for a consumer-oriented application. It

means that a car, which has a life cycle

of around eight years, must be capable

of forming an ad hoc ‘system’ with a

smart phone that may be replaced

every 12 months. 

The GENIVI Alliance’s goal is to

introduce a ‘plug and play’ approach to

IVI system development, enabling a

faster development cycle, with

operating systems such as MeeGo

providing the interface between the

user and the car. This introduces

challenges, but it is undeniably the

direction in which the automotive

market is moving. Another example is

the evolution of virtual instrument

clusters. Rather than just providing an

alternative to electromechanical dials,

virtual clusters will become the hub for

all driver information flowing

throughout the car’s systems. 

Visteon recently announced the

first product developed using its

reconfigurable cluster platform; which

has at its heart a highly integrated

graphics processor developed

specifically for this application area by

Fujitsu Microelectronics. The virtual

cluster was developed with Jaguar

Land Rover; it is the first virtual cluster

the group has used and features in the

2010 model Range Rover.   

This highlights one of the reasons

for standardisation; the vast number of

variants already available within IVI

systems makes full integration more

challenging. A ‘virtual’ approach builds

in more upgradeability over a

prolonged life cycle. 

Analog Devices currently spends

20% of revenue on R&D, a large and

growing part of which is directed to the

development of solutions targeting the

automotive industry. 

However, Broeckelmann said this 

is still not enough to address all the

possible areas in automotive

electronics. Ironically, while the

increased use of semiconductors by

OEMs should spell opportunity for

other semiconductor vendors, it is still

a very conservative market; OEMs are

reluctant to use suppliers that aren’t

already part of their supply chain,

despite the fact that they will need

greater levels of expertise in the future. 

As the already considerable

dependence on semiconductor

technology continues to increase at a

pace that OEMs, Tier 1 and Tier 2s

may find difficult to sustain, it seems

inevitable that the introduction of

industry alliances and consortiums will

contrive to open up the supply chain,

presenting new opportunities for

existing and new semiconductor

vendors within the automotive market. 

“Perhaps the biggest mid-term challenge facing

the automotive supply chain is the convergence

between consumer-like services and the car. ”

September 2010
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A
s manufacturers strive to

outsell each other by

offering buyers more

content at the same time

as legislation demands

safer, quieter, more economical, less

polluting vehicles, the role of testing

new components, systems,

technologies and complete vehicles

grows in importance.

MIRA is a global leader in vehicle

testing and engineering. Founded 

65 years ago, it is a non-profit

distributing organisation, employing

more than 450 staff at its 310ha site.

Electric vehicles

Along with all the other challenges the

industry has to meet, there’s the

headlong rush towards electric

vehicles (EVs) that, as Dr Roisin

Hopkins, senior manager, MIRA Test

Operations, explains, introduces new

problems to the already complex world

of vehicle testing and validation. “One

of the areas posing a big challenge to

EVs is related to power management

and the battery management system to

get the best range out of the electric

powertrain. We have a number of

engineering services to support battery

management from an engineering

perspective, whilst one of the key

issues is validating the battery used for

storing the electro-chemical energy.”

Significant investment

EV motorists will expect longevity 

and high capacity from the batteries,

with good dynamic power flows – in

essence, what they get today from a

standard internal combustion engined

(ICE) car. “In response to this, MIRA

has made significant investment in 

the latest equipment to enable

development and validation of battery

cells, modules and packs,” she

reveals. “We have extensive high

voltage and high powered equipment

that can be used in combination with

our existing environmental test

facilities, providing a unique battery

testing and validation service within the

industry.” 

This not only looks at the real-

world usage of the EV powertrain, in

terms of charging and discharging

under different drive cycle conditions,

but also the environmental conditions

they will be exposed to within high-low

temperature ranges and road load data

inputs.

One area, according to Hopkins,

that does pose significant problems is

crash testing EVs with live battery

systems. There’s legislation in place for

impact testing of battery retention

systems, so MIRA can use its existing

facilities for that, but the rescue and

emergency services have little, if any,

understanding of the risks when there’s

an EV crash and how to handle it. 

“That’s something MIRA has been

looking at – and working with various

partners to understand what’s likely to

happen, what the risks are and how to

mitigate them. We need to do that from

a health and safety perspective when

testing at MIRA anyway,”

MIRA is making major investment

in training, in respect of EVs.

“Traditionally, we’ve had teams of

mechanical engineers. Now they have

to be aware of all the electrical issues.

From an industry perspective, it’s a

whole new range of skills we have to

transport across into our existing

resources and develop them with that

knowledge,” she comments.

A significant challenge for the

industry is the number of electronic

systems on board and the associated

Testing times  
Increasing legislative

demands, combined 

with vehicles’ growing

complexity, requires 

both OEMs and suppliers

to employ the specialist

skills of engineers

dedicated to the

validation process

September 2010

About MIRA
MIRA is a world class, independent vehicle

engineering consultancy that offers full system

design, test and integration expertise to the

global automotive and transport industries.

MIRA offers unrivalled subject matter expertise

across the vehicle engineering spectrum via a

flexible and high quality approach that utilises

the latest industry tools and techniques. 

This unique combination of resources and

facilities is offered from MIRA’s HQ in

Nuneaton, Warwickshire, and its environmental

and component test laboratory in Basildon,

Essex - a facility opened in 2000 to provide

independent and confidential test services to

automative OEMs and customers in the

defence and automotive industries.

For over 65 years, MIRA has continued to

provide premium industry solutions, while

maintaining focus on conducting leading

automotive engineering research and

development – as demonstrated by MIRA’s

current novel solutions in Low Carbon Vehicle

technology, Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS)

and defence-based unmanned and

autonomous land systems. For more

information, visit www.mira.co.uk

Dr Roisin Hopkins: senior manager, MIRA Test Operations
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electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)

issues. Testing and validating complex

electronic systems is important, and

the introduction of Intelligent Transport

Systems (ITS), moving forward, will be

an issue as well.

But, says Hopkins, MIRA is well

placed to meet this new era of vehicle

electrification and has at its disposal

extensive suites of electromagnetic

compatibility (EMC) testing facilities to

test and support the validation. “MIRA

has a lot of experience and expertise in

identifying what the issue is, designing

solutions and manufacturing relevant

products to support the problem

resolution and provide full EMC

validation.” As electrification impacts

almost every vehicle system, safety

becomes a priority, she adds.

“Functional safety has become a

critical area of business for MIRA.

Because of the lack of knowledge,

there’s a need, from a safety and

product liability perspective, to ensure

the vehicles’ software systems operate

correctly and don’t interfere with each

other. We have long been at the

forefront of the automotive industry’s

efforts to address this and MIRA’s

functional safety specialist, Dr David

Ward, is the UK principal expert to the

working group that has developed the

draft International Standard of ISO/DIS

26262 Road Vehicles - Functional

Safety and MIRA also offers training

courses to support this.”

With vehicles turning into

personalised communications hubs,

awareness is growing of the disparity

between product development times in

telecommunications and the motor

industry, but it’s an area where Hopkins

believes MIRA can play a vital, bridging

role. “Yes, they move much faster than

we do, but we have a dedicated team

of ITS consultants working in that field

and traditionally MIRA has been a

company that has had to respond

quickly to find solutions and problem

resolutions, so MIRA is in a good

position to provide that bridge into 

the telecoms sector.

Active safety

“Historically, one of MIRA’s strengths

has been its work in the field of passive

safety: what do you do to minimise the

risks to occupants and external road

users from a collision, once it has

happened? But, as vehicle electronics

develop in sophistication, so that

sensors intervene in an attempt to

avoid the accident happening, we’re

placing a greater focus on active safety

- how we use our existing test faciities

and how we deploy our internal

research funds to support that

business.

“MIRA has been working in this

sector from a research perspective for

over 20 years. The innovITS ADVANCE

city circuit that’s been built at MIRA is

a purpose-built ITS facility, and the

ongoing investment in gantries and

equipment to support that is all going

to be focused on infrastructure to

vehicle communications and vehicle-

to-vehicle communications.

“Getting all the electronic and

electric systems to work together is a

difficult challenge. The advantage that

MIRA has is the expertise within our

450-plus staff, which is supported by

the broad range of facilities we have at

our sites in Nuneaton and Basildon. 

“So, in terms of research

developments to ensure good

performance and safe operation, 

we’re in a good position to support

those issues going forward.”

In a totally different area, Hopkins

reveals that another issue for OEMs is

the relatively new focus on the interior

air quality within the vehicle cabin, 

with a desire to reduce the quantity of

volatile organic compounds (VOCs),

formaldehyde and other toxic/

nuisance/dangerous substances 

within the vehicle and set maximum

exposure limits.

“A number of OEMs are working 

on Vehicle Interior Air Quality (VIAQ).

There are no current legislative

standards to be met, but the Japanese

Automotive Manufacturers Association

(JAMA) has set its own and a number

of Japanese OEMs have bought into

them, and other OEMs such as JLR

have developed their own standard to

address this issue and ensure the

levels of VOCs are minimised or

limited. 

“MIRA has identified the need to

support Tier 1 and 2 supply chain

whose products will need to be tested

to the relevant manufacturer’s standard

and has invested in facilities to

measure VOCs, to support this

requirement,” Hopkins adds. 

As the motor industry moves

forward into a new era, MIRA will

continue investing in new facilities and

techniques to ensure that it is at the

forefront of meeting the challenges of

an increasingly complex industry.

“Traditionally, we’ve had teams of mechanical

engineers. Now they have to be aware of all the

electrical issues.”

September 2010

 for all

PRODUCT VALIDATION

web: www.mira.co.uk • tel: + 44 (0)24 7635 5000
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C
limate change is the

greatest threat facing our

generation and presents a

unique opportunity, as well

as a major challenge, to

motor racing. The best answer to those

who may question the relevance of our

sport in facing up to this challenge is to

point to the long history of motor

racing innovation. 

Racing competition has spurred

many new developments that have

gone on to improve the safety and

effectiveness of mainstream

automobiles over the past century.

Today, the focus moves to bio-fuels,

hybrid, KERS and electric systems. 

But as well as stimulating innovation,

motor racing also offers a unique

power to galvanise enthusiasm and

passion for a future that is both green

and fast. If race car engineering can

demonstrate that cars can be cool and

green, then it turns the debate towards

an exciting, positive future – where

science and engineering provide the

solution to concerns over energy

independence and climate change. 

Finding solutions in which we

continue to enjoy our individual

freedoms, such as flying on holiday

and travelling by car, will depend upon

finding sustainable answers through

improved performance and energy

efficiency. That is what motorsport

does best. 

The motorsport industry is ideally

placed to advance the future of

sustainable motoring, whilst meeting

the standards set by the world’s

governments to decrease CO2

emissions over the next 10 years.

Through its very nature, motorsport

can act in a dual role of test bed and

marketing platform. Since the invention

of the automobile, people have raced.

To those early manufacturers, the sport

was a means to test technology under

the most gruelling conditions and

glaring spotlight. It was a chance to

prove new ideas on the race track and

to sell them to the general public. 

The same is true today. The

relentless pressure of a Le Mans

championship highlights weaknesses

– and demands fast development, so

as to be prepared for the next event in

a matter of days. Now we are

experiencing a greater level of

innovation in automotive technology

than at any time since the early days

of the automobile. Endurance

sportscar racing, through its emphasis

on speed and consistency over long

distances, provides a perfect racing

laboratory for the mainstream car

industry. Here, we can fast-track the

development of technologies that will

enable the ultimate goal of zero

carbon emissions from private

Drayson Racing:
Drayson Racing is this

year competing with a

Lola designed and built

endurance Le Mans

Prototype. Former

Science Minister Lord

Paul Drayson explains 

his team’s motivation to

enhance the green

technologies message

September 2010

About Lola
A UK based (Huntingdon) global market leader

in advanced composite technologies, design

solutions and manufacturing, Lola Group has

52 years’ experience in a variety of industries.

Particular recent successes include

defence and aerospace projects with partners

such as: BAE Systems (including design work

on the Mantis UAS), Thales UK (Watchkeeper

UAV programme) and Bombardier.

Lola has a commercially available Technical

Centre, including a 50% scale wind tunnel and

7-post test rig regularly used by Formula One

teams and major motor manufacturers.

Lola Group has a state-of-the-art, fast,

efficient and accurate CFD capability operated

by experienced aerodynamicists – using a

powerful dedicated cluster for pre- and post-

processing of steady state and transient studies.  

2010 racing programmes include models in

the LMP1 and LMP2, as well as a range of

World Junior single seaters and the famous

T70 Continuation series.

Lola’s motorsport heritage includes three

Indianapolis 500 victories and supplying

Formula One cars and Le Mans designs for

Honda, Nissan, MG, GM and Aston Martin.

Paul, Lord Drayson: Owner-driver, Drayson Racing
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transport. No other means can 

equal Le Mans racing in driving

technological advancements quickly

or proving them under more trying

conditions. 

Furthermore, racing can do

something that no amount of lab work

can achieve: making going ‘green’ cool

and exciting. Inherent in motor racing

is speed, excitement and energy,

which appeals on a deep, emotional

level with the public. This has been

well recognised and exploited within

the branding departments of the major

manufacturers for many years. Now,

this same exhilaration can be tied to

green and clean technology: both on

the race car, and all the support

systems and logistics that make

international racing possible. If we

make going ‘green’ exciting and cool,

rather than dull and boring, it will

entice people to want to make that

move in their daily lives. No other

marketing stage can provide this in 

the way motor racing can.  

That is why Drayson Racing

competes to develop and promote

‘green’ technologies. The team has

spent the last four years, as a

‘privateer’ competitor, in pursuit of

these two primary objectives: racing 

to win and racing to advance green

technologies. By competing in the Le

Mans Prototype One (LM P1) category

of international sportscar racing, the

goal is to take new technologies and

prove them in the crucible of the sport,

but never at the sake of being

competitive. It’s about being first and

being green! If the Lola Coupé with

Judd V10 Power can be competitive at

the 24 hours of Le Mans, racing the

most efficient Michelin tyres, whilst

fuelling with second-generation E85

cellulosic bio-ethanol, then the

technology’s value is being proven,

and any doubt of its performance and

endurance is removed.

Winning the Michelin® Green X®

Challenge is a top priority for the team.

This race within a race of all ACO-

sanctioned events awards its prize to

the car that travels the farthest, the

fastest, on the least amount of fuel. To

date, Drayson Racing has won this

prestigious award three times:

Okayama, Japan (2009), Salt Lake City,

Utah (July, 2010) and at Road America

(August, 2010). Winning the Michelin

Green X Challenge and overall victory

in the American Le Mans Series event

at Road America in August was the

culmination of the team’s efforts in

green racing. It was the first time that

E85 bio-ethanol had ever won a Le

Mans Series race anywhere in the

world, demonstrating that sustainable

fuels can compete at the highest level. 

Motorsport is where technology

innovation and marketing meet. It is

within sportscar racing where those

technologies are most relevant to the

consumer and where manufacturers

can test future technology under the

most demanding conditions. Drayson

Racing, in association with partners

Lola Cars, Judd Engines, Michelin

Tyres and Shell Racing Solutions, is

driving the future of green racing. The

race to exciting and sustainable

motoring is on!

“Furthermore, racing can do something that no

amount of lab work can achieve: making going

‘green’ cool and exciting”

September 2010

driving change

ENGINE DEVELOPMENT

web: www.lola-group.com • tel: +44 (0)1480 359590
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CONTACTS

COSWORTH

www.cosworth.com

+ 44 (0)1604 598300

LUBRIZOL

www.lubrizol.com

+ 1 440 943 4200

AUTOMOTIVE DESIGN

www.automotivedesign.eu.com

+ 44 (0)1322 221144

TICONA

web: www.ticona.com

+ 49 69 3051 6299

MIRA

web: www.mira.co.uk

+ 44 (0)24 7635 5000

LOLA CARS

web: www.lola-group.com

+ 44 (0)1480 359590
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New coatings reduce

friction and extend

service life

Microsensors take 

on big markets

Save carbon, save money
Dr Robert Trezona is looking to make a compelling 

economic case for low carbon technologies 
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New data shows no dent in
forklift truck accidents
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How manufacturers are
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to production and technology
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• Raising fleet efficiencies 
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with today’s green solutions 

• How electric engineering 
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machine

• Seeing is preventing for plant downtime 
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Your partner for high-performance polymers:

TiconaCommunicationsEurope@ticona.de · www.ticona.com

Get on board with the   

innovation leader!

Celstran® LFT combines extreme lightness with excellent resilience – 
for new ideas in automotive construction. The integration of FACT with 
the brands Factor® and Pryltex® immediately expands the Ticona LFT 
portfolio; making us the largest supplier of long fiber-reinforced thermo- 
plastics – and the world’s partner of choice for instrument panels. 
Yours too?

Celstran® LFT, Factor® LFT
and Pryltex® LFT
•  Lower weight with high mechanical 

and chemical resistance

•  Reduced emissions in the automobile 
interior

•  High impact resistance, stiffness 
and strength over a wide range of 
temperatures

•  Superior heat deflection temperature

•  Minimum warpage, low creep and 
shrinkage

YOUR IDEA

OUR POLYMER

OUR KNOW-HOW

YOUR INNOVATION
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